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Martinez: Martinez: Amendment 2

COMMENT
Amendment 2 and Its Effect on Missourians'
Free Exercise of Religion
MISHELLE MARTINEZ*

I. INTRODUCTION
Applicable to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment,' the First
Amendment of the United States Constitution provides that "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances." 2 The three most important clauses of the First
Amendment are the Establishment Clause, the Free Exercise Clause, and the
Freedom of Speech Clause.3 Over the past several decades, the Supreme
Court of the United States has balanced free speech and expression against
the separation of church and state, making determinations as to which set of
principles should govern within the context of religious expression in public
schools and on public property.4 Over time, the Court developed tests to examine the constitutionality of a challenged religious practice (when conducted by the government) or a government policy regarding that practice.' The
Supreme Court has maintained neutrality toward religion as a guiding principle for the government to follow in order to avoid Establishment Clause prob-

* B.A., University of Missouri, 2011; J.D., University of Missouri School of
Law, 2014; Associate Managing Editor, Missouri Law Review, 2013-14. 1 am sincerely grateful to Professor Carl Esbeck for his advice and guidance throughout the
writing of this Comment. I would like to thank the entire Missouri Law Review staff
for their dedication throughout the editing process and my family for their endless
love and support.
1. Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 5 (1947); see also Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 303 (1940) ("The Fourteenth Amendment has rendered the legislatures of the states as incompetent as Congress to enact [laws respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereofl.").
2. U.S. CONST. amend. 1.
3. See id.
4. See Martha McCarthy, Religious Influences in Public Schools: The Winding
Path Toward Accommodation, 23 ST. Louis U. PUB. L. REV. 565, 565 (2004)

("[D]uring the past several decades[,] the Supreme Court has had at least one Establishment Clause case on its docket each term, and schools have provided the context
for the most widely watched decisions.").
5. See discussion infra Part Ill.A.2.
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lems.' In some instances, local governments have misinterpreted this "neutrality principle" in a manner that prevented individuals from exercising their
constitutional right to religious speech and expression.7
In response, various state legislatures have sought to restore religion in
their communities.' Such an effort was recently made with Missouri's
Amendment 2, most commonly known as the "Right to Pray" Amendment.9
The amendment, intended to clarify the constitutional rights of Missouri citizens to freely express their religious beliefs, has sparked controversy since it
was enacted in August 2012.10 Opponents argue that Amendment 2 fails to
protect any constitutional right not already protected by the United States or
Missouri Constitutions." They maintain that Amendment 2 will only result
in taxpayer-funded lawsuits.12 By contrast, supporters of Amendment 2 urge
that it is a necessary clarification of rights granted by the First Amendment
and by Supreme Court of the United States decisions that have remained unclear to Missouri citizens.' 3
This Comment provides a thorough analysis of Amendment 2. The
primary issue addressed is whether Amendment 2 will have an impact on
Missourians' religious freedoms or whether Amendment 2 merely reaffirms
rights already granted under the old article I, section 5 of the Missouri Constitution. If Amendment 2 does add new rights, an analysis of whether such
rights are in accord with the First Amendment is required. Part II outlines the
legislative history, text, and general commentary on the key provisions of
Amendment 2. In Part III, all new provisions under Amendment 2 are analyzed in light of the legal framework created by the Supreme Court of the
United States regarding religious expression and the Establishment Clause.
Future implications of Amendment 2 are also discussed.
Part IV concludes that the substantial majority of Amendment 2 reaffirms Missouri citizens' previously-protected constitutional rights. Although
both federal and state constitutions have protected Missourians' "Right to
6. See discussion infra Part III.A.2.a.

7. See infra notes 154-177, 203-204 and accompanying text.
notes 198-202 and accompanying text.

But see infra

8. See, e.g., Religious Viewpoints Anti-Discrimination Act, TEX. EDUC. CODE
ANN. §§ 25.151-.156 (2007) (addressing religious expression in public elementary
and secondary schools); VA. CODE ANN. § 22.1-203.3 (2008) ("Students may express
their beliefs about religion in homework, artwork, and other written and oral assignments free from discrimination based on the religious content of their submissions.").
9. Missouri Prayer Amendment Passes, but Critics Fear Unnecessary Lawsuits
and Minority Exclusion, HUFFINGTON POST (Aug. 8, 2012, 3:47 PM),
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/08/missouri-prayer-amendment-passes-right-

to-pray n_1756787.html (capitalization added).
10.
11.
12.
13.

See infra
See infra
See infra
See infra

Part II.C.
notes 51, 54-62 and accompanying text.
notes 52-53 and accompanying text.
notes 48-50, 54-68 and accompanying text.
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Pray," Amendment 2 is an effort to make those religious liberties well known
and understood. The Supreme Court's interpretation of the First Amendment
as it pertains to religious liberties has caused confusion, which Amendment 2
seeks to remedy. To the extent that Amendment 2 expands those rights
granted by the United States Constitution, this Comment maintains that the
new rights do not run afoul of the Establishment Clause. Still, detailed guidelines, either from the courts or the legislature, would aid government officials
wishing to act in accordance with the new law.
1I. AMENDMENT 2
This Part begins by summarizing the legislative history of Amendment
2. It continues with a brief overview of the "Right to Pray" Amendment.
Then, the praise and criticism Amendment 2 has received will be discussed.
A brief synopsis of an action brought against Amendment 2 even before it
passed will also be provided.

A. The Legislative History ofAmendment 2
The legislation that led to Amendment 2 began over ten years ago. In
2000, State Representative Rich Chrismer sponsored HB 1269, proposing a
law that would allow public schools to designate "prayer time" for students.14
The following year, Representative Charles Ballard introduced HCR 27, asking the State to recognize a "National Day of Prayer" and requesting all public schools to set time aside to give students an opportunity to pray.' 5 In
2002, five bills focusing on the freedom of religious expression in public
places were introduced.' 6 Three of the bills proposed that Congress adopt a
federal constitutional amendment protecting student prayer in public schools,
and the other two sought to have Missouri expand its constitutional protections to allow voluntary student prayer in public schools."
In 2003, Representative Brian Nieves introduced HCR 13, advocating for the various proposed amendments pending before Congress that

14. Kerry Messer, ConstitutionalAmendment 2 - Religious Expressions of Prayer in Schools & Public Places: A Brief History of the Missouri Legislature's Response to the Contemporary Erosion of Religious Freedoms, Mo. PRAYER
AMENDMENT,

http://prayeramendment.org/Amendment2History.pdf (last visited Apr.

14, 2013); see also Prayeror PersonalReflection Time in Public Schools, H.B. 1269,

2000 Sess. (Mo. 2000), http://www.house.mo.gov/content.aspx?info=/billsOO/billsOO/
HB l269.htm#summary.
15. Messer, supra note 14; see also H. Con. Res. 27, 91st Gen. Assemb., 1st
Gen. Sess. (Mo. 2001).
16. Messer, supra note 14.
17. Id. These proposals were filed in the Missouri House, but did not succeed in
the Senate. See id.
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would allow student prayer in public schools.' 8 By 2004, because Congress
had not acted on the various proposals, leaders within the Missouri Legislature decided to focus solely on amendments to the state's constitution. 19 Representative Carl Bearden, along with nineteen other House members, submitted HJR 48 as a proposal to incorporate elements of a student's right to pray
in public schools, as well as all citizens' liberties regarding prayer and religious expression on public property, into the State Constitution. 2 0 Two years
later, Representative David Sater sponsored HCR 13, urging that student
prayer in public schools and religious displays on public property did not
violate the Establishment Clause. 21 Representative Carl Bearden also introduced HJR 39, which would have required all funded public schools to "display the text of the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United States
in a conspicuous and legible manner." 22 This idea was added to the usual
request for citizens' liberties regarding voluntary prayer in public property
and in public schools. 23
Until 2007, proposals to protect citizens' and students' religious expressions had been passed annually by the House of Representatives but had been
stalled in the Senate through the use of filibusters. 24 Once again in 2007,
Representative Carl Bearden introduced HJR 19, which was co-sponsored by
twenty-nine other members of the House.25 Representative Mike McGhee
took the lead as sponsor in 2008.26 This difference in leadership led to major
changes in the proposal. 27 By the time HJR 55 was introduced in 2008, the
bill required schools to display the entire Bill of Rights, rather than the First
Amendment alone.28
Several organizations worked to support these bills, 29 but none proved to
be as instrumental to Amendment 2 as The Missouri Family Policy Council
18. Id.; see also H. Con. Res. 13, 92nd Gen. Assemb., Ist Gen. Sess. (Mo. 2003).
19. Messer, supra note 14.
20. Id.; see also H.J. Res. 48, 92nd Gen. Assemb., 2d Gen. Sess. (Mo. 2004).
21. Messer, supra note 14; see also H. Con. Res. 13, 93rd Gen. Assemb., 2d
Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2006).
22. Messer, supra note 14; see also H.J. Res. 39, 93rd Gen. Assemb., 2d Gen.
Sess. (Mo. 2006).
23. Messer, supra note 14.
24. Id. By 2007, the proposals began to be debated in the Senate. Id
25. Id.; see also H.J. Res. 19, 94th Gen. Assemb., Ist Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2007).
2007 was Representative Carl Bearden's last year in the General Assembly. Messer,
supra note 14.
26. Messer, supra note 14.
27. Id.
28. Id.; see also H.J. Res. 55, 94th Gen. Assemb., 2d Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2008).
29. Messer, supra note 14. The main organizations were Missouri Family Network, Missouri Eagle Forum, Concerned Women for America, the Missouri Baptist
Convention - Christian Life Commission, Missouri Catholic Conference, and the
Missouri Family Policy Council. Id.
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(MFPC). 30 MFPC's insight led to the expansion of HJR 11 in 2009 to include
constitutional protections for government employees and legislative prayer
practices.3 1 In 2010, MFPC also encouraged adding to the bill "that students
may express their beliefs about religion in written and oral assignments free
from discrimination based on the religious content of their work; that no student shall be compelled to perform or participate in academic assignments or
educational presentations that violate his or her religious beliefs."32 Representative McGhee's HJR 62 included those proposals, as well as a provision
addressing prisoners' religious rights.33
In March 2011, Representative McGhee sponsored HJR 2.
Senator
Jack Goodman introduced HJR 2 in the Senate.3 1 In March of 2011, HJR 2
passed in the House 126 to 30.36 By a unanimous vote, HJR 2 passed in the
Senate on May 10, 201 1.3 After twelve years of legislation, it was up to
Missouri's citizens to vote on Amendment 2 in August 2012.

B. Amendment 2 Generally
Article I of the Missouri Constitution is Missouri's Bill of Rights. 39
On August 7, 2012, citizens of Missouri voted to repeal article I, section 5
of the Missouri Constitution and adopt Amendment 2.40 This measure
restated the already existing language of section 5 and added new terminology (italicized):
That all men and women have a natural and indefeasible right to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of their own consciences;
that no human authority can control or interfere with the rights of conscience; that no person shall, on account of his or her religious persuasion or belief, be rendered ineligible to any public office or trust or
profit in this state, be disqualified from testifying or serving as a juror,
30. Id.
31. Id; see also H.J. Res. 11, 95th Gen. Assemb., 1st Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2009).
32. Messer, supra note 14 (internal quotation marks omitted).
33. Id.; see also H.J. Res. 62, 95th Gen. Assemb., 2d Reg. Sess. (Mo. 2010).

34. Messer, supra note 14; H.J. Res. 2, 96th Gen. Assemb., 1st Reg. Sess.
(Mo. 2011).
35. Messer, supra note 14.
36. Michael Gryboski, Missouri Court Upholds 'Right to Pray' Amendment,
CHRISTIAN PosT (June 19, 2012, 3:41 PM), http://www.christianpost.com/news/missouri-court-upholds-right-to-pray-amendment-76909/.

37. Id.
38. Messer, supra note 14.
39. See Mo. CONST. art. I.
40. See Robert Philip Dean, Missourians Overwhelmingly Confirm "Right To
Pray" Amendment, W. CENTER FOR JOURNALISM (Aug. 15, 2012), http://www.westemjoumalism.com/missourians-overwhelmingly-confirm-right-to-pray-amendment/.
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or be molested in his or her person or estate; that to secure a citizen 's
right to acknowledge Almighty God accordingto the dictates of his or
her own conscience, neither the state nor any of its political subdivisions shall establish any official religion, nor shall a citizen's right to
pray or express his or her religiousbeliefs be infringed; that the state
shall not coerce any person to participatein any prayer or other religious activity, but shall ensure that any person shall have the right to
pray individually or corporately in a private or public setting so long
as such prayer does not result in disturbance of the peace or disruption of a public meeting or assembly; that citizens as well as elected
officials and employees of the state of Missouri and its politicalsubdivisions shall have the right to pray on government premises and public property so long as such prayers abide within the same parameters
placed upon any other free speech under similar circumstances; that
the General Assembly and the governing bodies of political subdivisions may extend to ministers, clergypersons, and other individuals
the privilege to offer invocations or other prayers at meetings or sessions of the General Assembly or governing bodies; that students may
express their beliefs about religion in written and oral assignments
freefrom discrimination based on the religious content of their work;
that no student shall be compelled to perform or participate in academic assignments or educationalpresentationsthat violate his or her
religious beliefs; that the state shall ensure public school students
their right to free exercise of religiousexpression without interference,
as long as such prayer or other expression is private and voluntary,
whether individually or corporately,and in a manner that is not disruptive and as long as such prayers or expressions abide within the
same parametersplaced upon any otherfree speech under similarcircumstances; and, to emphasize the right to free exercise of religious
expression, that allfree public schools receiving state appropriations
shall display, in a conspicuous and legible manner, the text of the Bill
of Rights of the Constitutionof the United States; but this section shall
not be construed to expand the rights ofprisoners in state or local custody beyond those afforded by the laws of the United States, excuse
acts of licentiousness, nor to justify practices inconsistent with the
good order, peace or safety of the state, or with the rights of others.41
The General Assembly included an official summary statement for the
proposal, which Missouri voters read on the day of the election. The summary
statement provided:
Shall the Missouri Constitution be amended to ensure:
* That the right of Missouri citizens to express their religious beliefs shall not be infringed;
41. MO. CONST. art. 1,§ 5.
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* That school children have the right to pray and acknowledge
God voluntarily in their schools; and
* That all public schools shall display the Bill of Rights of the
United States Constitution. 42
According to the Secretary of State's website, the official ballot language read:
A 'yes' vote will amend the Missouri Constitution to provide that neither the state nor political subdivisions shall establish any official religion. The amendment further provides that a citizen's right to express
their religious beliefs regardless of their religion shall not be infringed
and that the right to worship includes prayer in private or public settings, on government premises, on public property, and in all public
schools. The amendment also requires public schools to display the
Bill of Rights of the United States Constitution. A 'no' vote will not
change the current constitutional provisions protecting freedom of religion. 43
A strong advocate for the measure was Republican House Representative Mike McGhee." Representative McGhee, who originally introduced the
measure in the House, said that he supported the amendment because he
feared that the government would continue to use the Establishment Clause as
a reason to keep people from privately praying on public property. 45 Representative McGhee believed that Amendment 2 would "send a message" that
"it's OK to read a Bible in study hall" or "to pray briefly before a City Council meeting." 46 The majority of voters appeared to agree with Representative
McGhee, as 82.8% of Missouri's voters voted in favor of Amendment 2,
while only 17.2% voted against it.4 7

42. Id.
43. 2012 Ballot

Measures, Mo.

SECRETARY

OF ST.:

JASON

KANDER,

http://www.sos.mo.gov/elections/2012ballot/ (last visited Apr. 13, 2014).
44. See Messer, supra note 14.
45. Virginia Young, Right-to-Pray Amendment Slatedfor August Ballot by Nix-

on, ST. Louis POST-DISPATCH (May 23, 2012, 4:11 PM), http://www.stltoday.
com/news/local/govt-and-politics/political-fix/right-to-pray-amendment-slated-for-

august-ballot-by-nixon/article1 9a8f7ec-a5 1c-1 el -962b-001 a4bcf6878.html.
46. Tim Townsend, Missouri to Vote on PrayerAmendment, USA TODAY (Aug.
3, 2012, 6:24 PM), http://www.usatoday.com/news/religion/story/2012-08-03/missouri-pray/56760612/1 (internal quotation marks omitted).
47. Election Night Reporting, Mo. SECRETARY OF ST.: JASON KANDER,
http://enr.sos.mo.gov/ENR/Views/TabularData.aspx?TabView=StateRacesAFederal%
20/%20Statewide%20Races^488624884533 (last visited Apr. 13, 2014).
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C. Praiseand Criticism
Although voters in Missouri overwhelmingly approved Amendment 2,
the measure still sparked controversy. Supporters believe Amendment 2 clarifies Missourians' First Amendment rights and that it "level[s] the playing
field."" 8 Representative McGhee's pastor, Reverend Terry Hodges of First
Baptist Church in Odessa, said that Christians "enjoyed home-field advantage" for the country's first 150 years and that "[t]hat's changed, and now
there's a hostility toward Christians."49 Supporters assert that the measure
will work as a "clarification of doubt" as to what constitutes freedom of religious expression.so
In contrast, critics of Amendment 2 allege that the freedom to exercise
religion in public is already protected by the Bill of Rights of the United
States Constitution and by the Missouri Constitution, which provides that
citizens have the "right to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of
their own consciences." 5 Opponents also argue that the amendment will
only lead to an increase in lawsuits. 52 Among the opponents of Amendment 2
was State Representative Chris Kelly, who has called the amendment "a jobs
bill for lawyers." 53
Amendment 2 triggered a lawsuit even before it was passed.5" In Coburn v. Mayer, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the ACLU of
Eastern Missouri, and the ACLU of Kansas and Western Missouri brought an
action alleging that the summary statement 5 of Amendment 2 was "insufficient and unfair" because it did not provide voters with adequate information
about the purpose of the amendment or about the effect it would have on Missourians' religious rights.56 The ACLU argued that the Missouri Constitution
already granted its citizens the right to express their religious beliefs without
infringement and that, as a result, the summary statement mislead voters to
think that such a right was a change created by Amendment 2."
The Missouri Court of Appeals, Western District found against the
ACLU." The court held that the summary statement's reference to a right
48. Townsend, supra note 46 (internal quotation marks omitted).
49. Id.
50. Chris Good, Missouri Passes Right-to-Pray Amendment, Restating Free-

doms, ABC NEWS (Aug. 8, 2012, 7:29 AM), http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/
2012/08/missouri-passes-right-to-pray-amendment-re-stating-freedoms/.

51. Young, supra note 45 (internal quotation marks omitted); MO. CONsT. art. I,

§ 5 (amended 2012).
52. Townsend, supra note 46.
53. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
54. See Coburn v. Mayer, 368 S.W.3d 320 (Mo. App. W.D. 2012).
55. See supra note 42 and accompanying text.
56. Coburn, 368 S.W.3d at 323.
57. Id. at 324.
58. Id.
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already granted by the Missouri Constitution did not mislead voters because it
explicitly stated that the purpose of Amendment 2 was "to ensure that right,"
where "ensure" meant "to make sure, certain or safe: guarantee." 59
In the court's opinion, the summary statement indicated that the purpose was
to "make certain, to safeguard, or to guarantee the right of Missouri citizens
to express their religious beliefs without infringement."60 The court found
that this was an accurate description of the proposed amendment's purpose,
which was to restate the already established right in article 1, section 5, in
addition to elaborating on its meaning with regard to prayer and the expression of religious beliefs in private and public settings, on government and
public property, and in schools. 6' Because the court believed that the proposed amendment was an attempt to safeguard the right to religious expression by setting forth specific ways to avoid infringing upon that right, and
because the summary statement stated that the amendment would "ensure"
the right of Missouri citizens to express their religious beliefs without infringement, the court found that the statement "fairly and impartially" summarized the amendment's purpose. 62
The ACLU also challenged the summary statement as "insufficient and
unfair" because it did not mention that Amendment 2 would create a new
right for students to refrain from participating in assignments or educational
presentations.6 3 The Missouri Court of Appeals disagreed."4 The court held
that as written, the summary statement was broad enough to cover the
amendment provision, which provided "that no student shall be compelled to
perform or participate in academic assignments or educational presentations
that violate his or her religious beliefs." 65 The court reasoned that this provision is "one of the ways in which the proposed amendment ensures Missouri
citizens the right to express their religious beliefs without infringement" and
that the summary statement clearly indicated that the proposed amendment
concerned school children's right to religious expression.66 Because the
summary statement identified the subject of the proposed amendment, the
court found that the summary statement provided "sufficient clarity to give
notice of the purpose to those interested or affected by the proposal."67

59. Id. (emphasis omitted).
60. Id.

61. Id. at 325.
62. Id.

63. Id. at 326. The plaintiffs were referring to the provision that states "that
no student shall be compelled to perform or participate in academic assignments or
MO. CONST.
educational presentations that violate his or her religious beliefs.
art. 1,§ 5.
64. Coburn, 368 S.W.3d at 326.
65. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
66. Id.

67. Id
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The court upheld the summary statement and allowed the measure to remain
on the ballot.68
One of the biggest concerns opponents of Amendment 2 have is related
to the effect the new language will have on education and students' rights.69
This concern stems from the section of Amendment 2 that provides that "no
student shall be compelled to perform or participate in academic assignments
or educational presentations that violate his or her religious beliefs."70 For
example, Josh Rosenau, the programs and policy director for the National
Center for Science Education, believes that it would be problematic to allow
students to opt out of assignments because of their religious beliefs. 7 1 "What
if a student says that long division is against his religion? Would he be accommodated by his math teacher? How?" he asked.72 A New York Times
editorial advised that the provision will "create confusion and wreak havoc in
classrooms" by giving students the right to refuse to do any assignment that
they claim violates their religion.73
In light of the praise and criticism Amendment 2 has received, a detailed
analysis of the new provisions is needed to determine whether Amendment 2
does in fact extend Missourians' religious rights or whether Amendment 2
simply recites what is already guaranteed by the First Amendment and article
1, section 5 of the Missouri Constitution.
III. ANALYSIS
The relationship between religion and government is governed by the
First Amendment to the Constitution, which both prevents the government
from establishing religion and protects privately initiated religious expression
and activities from government interference and discrimination. 74 Maintaining neutrality toward religion, while simultaneously allowing individuals to
freely express their religious beliefs in the workplace and at public schools,
has been a difficult task for government institutions and officials. 75 Amendment 2 was created to clarify the rights of Missouri citizens and to provide the
government with guidelines to avoid the infringement of individuals' religious rights.76 While Amendment 2 preserves the words that appeared in the

68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Id.
See, e.g., Townsend, supra note 46.
MO. CONST. art. I, § 5.
Townsend, supra note 46.
Id.
73. Editorial, Prayer in Missouri,

N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 6, 2012),
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/07/opinion/prayer-in-missouri.html? r-0.
74. U.S. CONST. amend. I; see also Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 14-16
(1947); Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 303 (1940).
75. See discussion infra Part Ill.A.2.a.
76. See discussion supra Part II.B-C.
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former article I, section 5,77 it also adds several provisions that are the subject
of this analysis.
This section will begin by examining some of the most discussed provisions of Amendment 2, the provisions that relate to students' religious rights
in schools. Next, the (equally debated) provision affecting prisoners' religious rights will be analyzed. Then, the effect of Amendment 2 on legislative
prayer in Missouri will be discussed. This section will end by briefly discussing the remaining new provisions that do not have a new effect on Missourians' religious liberties.

A. Students' Religious Liberties Under Amendment 2
The First Amendment forbids religious activity that is sponsored by the
government but protects religious activity initiated by private individuals;
differentiating between the two is important for a proper understanding of the
First Amendment's scope. 8 In the past forty years, the Supreme Court of the
United States has set forth principles that distinguish constitutionally protected private religious speech of students from unconstitutional government
religious speech.79 While these decisions have clarified many aspects of the
law, others remained unclear. In response, Missouri's Amendment 2 added
four provisions related to students' religious liberties at school:
[1] ... students may express their beliefs about religion in written and
oral assignments free from discrimination based on the religious content of their work;
[2] ... no student shall be compelled to perform or participate in academic assignments or educational presentations that violate his or her
religious beliefs;
[3] ... the state shall ensure public school students their right to free
exercise of religious expression without interference, as long as such
prayer or other expression is private and voluntary, whether individual
or corporately, and in a manner that is not disruptive and as long as
such prayers or expressions abide within the same parameters placed
upon any other free speech under similar circumstances; and,
[4] to emphasize the right to free exercise of religious expression, that
all free public schools receiving state appropriations shall display, in a

77. See supra notes 39-41 and accompanying text.

78. See Santa Fe Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 302 (2000).
79. See discussion infra Part III.A-B.
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conspicuous and legible manner, the text of the Bill of Rights of the
Constitution of the United States.8 0
In order to determine whether these provisions created new rights for
Missouri students or are mere restatements of the law, an overview of wellknown decisions by the Supreme Court of the United States is necessary.8 1
1. Freedom of Speech
In the public school context, any expression that would elsewhere be
protected by the First Amendment Freedom of Speech Clause remains protected unless it constitutes a "substantial disruption" of the education environment.82 Such was the holding in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District.83 In Tinker, students wearing black armbands to protest the Vietnam War were suspended for violating their school's policy
against such demonstrations. 84 The students argued that the school had vioThe
lated their freedom of speech rights, and the Supreme Court agreed.
Court stated, "First Amendment rights, applied in light of the special characteristics of the school environment, are available to teachers and students." 86
Students do not simply "shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech
or expression at the schoolhouse gate."87 The Court continued by stating that
special characteristics of the school environment justify the imposition of
restrictions on students' personal or private speech only when a "substantial
disruption" or material interference with school activities would occur as a
result of such speech, when such expression substantially or materially interfered with discipline at the school, or when the expression interfered with the
rights of other students.88 In ruling that the students' suspension was unconstitutional, the Court reasoned that there was no evidence that wearing black

80. Mo. CONsT. art. 1, § 5. The last provision requiring all free public schools
receiving state appropriations to display the text of the Bill of Rights of the U.S. Con-

stitution is something that was not required before, but there are no Missouri or Supreme Court decisions that would make this a violation of the Establishment Clause.
While there has been case law prohibiting the display of the Ten Commandments, the
Bill of Rights is a secular document that is a part of the nation's
Graham, 449 U.S. 39, 41-42 (1980).
81. Although this section is split into the three distinct
Amendment, it is important to note that all three often intertwine
82. Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S.
83. Id.
84. Id. at 504.

history. See Stone v.
clauses of the First
within a case.
503, 514 (1969).

85. Id. at 514.
86. Id. at 506.
87. Id.

88. Id. at 512-14.
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armbands in protest substantially interfered with the school's learning environment. 9
In reaching its decision, the Court in Tinker discussed West Virginia
State Board ofEducation v. Barnette.90 In Barnette, the state of West Virginia had instituted a mandatory curriculum to teach American values to its students.9 ' As part of the new curriculum, students were required to salute the
American flag while reciting the Pledge of Allegiance. 92 Failure to comply
resulted in expulsion and the student was considered "unlawfully absent"
until readmitted.9' A group of Jehovah's Witnesses refused to salute the flag
because the act went against their religious beliefs. 94 The students were subsequently expelled from school.95 The students filed suit, alleging that forcing them to salute the American flag was a violation of their religious freedom and freedom of speech rights. 96 The Court held that because the flag
salute was a form of symbolic speech, requiring students to salute consequently forced students to declare a belief.97 Justice Robert Jackson noted,
"If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other matters of opinion or force citizens to confess by word
or act their faith therein."9 8 Because the law forced students to declare a belief, the Court considered the law to be in violation of the First Amendment. 99
Decisions subsequent to Tinker exemplified the Supreme Court's struggle to reconcile students' expressive liberties with schools' multiple
objectives and duties. 00 In Bethel School DistrictNumber 403 v. Fraser,the
Court considered whether school officials could punish a student for delivering a speech containing sexual innuendos at a school-sponsored assembly.' 0'
The assistant principal suspended the student and removed him from the list
89. Id. at 508, 514.
90. Id. at 507.
91. W. Va. State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 625 (1943).
92. Id. at 626-29.
93. Id. at 629.
94. Id. Jehovah's Witnesses' religious beliefs include a literal version of Exodus
20:4-5, which states: "Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the
water under the earth; thou shalt not bow down thyself to them nor serve them." Id.
(internal quotation marks omitted).
95. Id. at 630.
96. Id.
97. Id. at 632-33.
98. Id. at 642.

99. Id. Although saluting the American flag affected the students' religious
beliefs, the Court did not directly address this issue. Id. at 634.
100. See Bethel Sch. Dist. No. 403 v. Fraser, 478 U.S. 675 (1986); Hazelwood
Sch. Dist. v. Kuhlmeier, 484 U.S. 260 (1988).
101. 478 U.S. at 677.
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of possible commencement speakers after the student's innuendos created
confusion among some of the younger students, provoked crude gestures
and remarks, and offended other students and teachers. 0 2 The student alleged a violation of his free speech rights and sought both injunctive relief
and monetary damages.' 0 3 The Court upheld the school's disciplinary action,
asserting that the school had a right to regulate student speech that interfered
with the rights of other students or that deviated from the standards of civility.104 In describing public schools' limitations on regulating student speech,
the Court stated, "The undoubted freedom to advocate unpopular and controversial views in schools and classrooms must be balanced against the society's countervailing interest in teaching students the boundaries of socially
appropriate behavior."' 05
The Court in Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier gave school offi-

cials more authority by implying that schools should avoid becoming linked
in the public mind with certain student ideas and opinions that the school as a
public institution would have a duty not to express. 0 6 The Court differentiated between the school's obligation to tolerate student personal speech that
happens to occur on school grounds and the school's authority to silence what
students say in situations that would lead other students and parents to "reasonably perceive" that the school was promoting such speech as its own.1 07
In Hazelwood, student journalists wrote articles for the school paper, which
was funded by the school and produced as part of a class.'0o A dispute arose
when the school principal rejected two articles: one article described three
students' experiences with pregnancy, and the other discussed the effect of
divorce on students at the school.109 The student journalists brought an action
claiming that their First Amendment rights had been violated," 0 but the Court
did not concur."' Because the newspaper served as a voice for the school,
the Court held that the school had a legitimate interest in preventing foreseeable adverse consequences for itself and for others.112 The Court found that
the school could properly exercise "control over the style and content of stu-

102. Id. at 678.
103. Id. at 679.
104. Id. at 685-86.
105. Id. at 681.
106. 484 U.S. 260, 270-73 (1988).
107. Id. at 270-71.

108. Id. at 262.

109. Id. at 263. The school principal was concerned about keeping the identity of
the students in the articles private and about the inappropriate nature of the topics
being discussed for some of the younger students at the school. Id.

I10. Id. at 264.
111. Id. at 276.
112. Id. at 273.
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dent speech in school-sponsored expressive activities so long as their actions
are reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns." 113
The preceding cases involved the protection of student expressive activity within the context of the Freedom of Speech Clause. When the student
expressive activity at issue is religious, the Establishment Clause must be
integrated with principles of free speech and free association. Such integration has significantly complicated the Court's analysis in several cases addressed in the next section.
2. Freedom of Religion
The Establishment Clause states that "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion."' 14 This clause "prevents the government from aligning itself in any [way] with religion or irreligion, [thus]
giving equal status to all religious sects and union with government power to
none."115 The Free Exercise Clause prevents the government from
"prohibiting the free exercise thereof."' 16 It "ensures that neither an individual nor [a] . . . religious sect may be denied the right to worship and practice as

their faith or belief dictates."'" In the public school context, these two clauses can have significant ramifications. Because they are separate mandates,
the Supreme Court has developed separate tests for determining the legality
of government action under each clause. 18 However, recent public school
cases have involved competing claims under the Establishment Clause and
the Free Exercise Clause."' These cases complicate the court's analysis because "accommodations to free exercise and free speech rights can be seen as
advancing religion in violation of the Establishment Clause, but efforts to
guard against state sponsorship of religion can threaten protections under the
Free Exercise and Free Speech Clauses." 20
a. The Establishment of Religion
The Establishment Clause applies to actions of state government
through the Fourteenth Amendment. 12 1 Courts interpreted the Establishment
Clause to mean that the government could not create a church; could not pun113. Id.
114. U.S. CONST. amend. 1.
115. Jason S. Marks, Only a "Speed Bump" Separating Church and State?, 57 J.
Mo. B. 36, 36 (2001).
116. U.S. CONsT. amend. 1.
117. Marks, supra note 115, at 36.

118. See discussion infra Part III.A.2.a-b.
119. See infra notes 163-172 and accompanying text.
120. McCarthy, supra note 4, at 567-68.
121. Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 8 (1947) (citing Murdock v. Pennsylva-

nia, 319 U.S. 105, 108 (1943)).
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ish an individual for proclaiming religious beliefs or disbeliefs; could not
force an individual to affirm an allegiance to a religion or set of beliefs (or
disbeliefs); could not establish laws "aid[ing] one religion, aid[ing] all religions, or prefer[ring] one religion over another[;]" could not tax to give assistance to any religious organization or activity; could not "force nor influence"
an individual to go or refrain from going to church; and could not "participate
in the affairs of any religious organizations or groups."l 22
In the early 1960s, the Supreme Court relied on this interpretation to bar
daily prayer and Bible reading under the sponsorship of public schools. 23 In
Engel v. Vitale, a state policy required classes to recite a prayer at the beginning of each school day.124 The Court struck down the practice, holding that
the Establishment Clause "at least mean[s] that in this country it is no part of
the business of government to compose official prayers for any group of the
American people to recite as a part of a religious program carried on by government."I25 Responding to the notion that its enforcement of the Establishment Clause would be understood as hostile toward religion or prayer,' 26 the
Court noted, "It is neither sacrilegious nor antireligious to say that [government] should stay out of the business of writing or sanctioning official prayers and leave that purely religious function to the people themselves and to
those the people choose to look to for religious guidance."1 27 It was not until
1971 that a test was created to determine whether a government practice violated the Establishment Clause.12 8
A test for Establishment Clause violations was developed in Lemon v.
Kurtzman.129 In Lemon, the Court examined state statutes that provided state
aid to church-related elementary and secondary schools.130 The statutes specified that the funding could only be used for secular educational purposes and
not to further religious education.'31 In response, the Court established a
three-prong test to determine the validity of the statutes. First, to pass consti122. Id. at 15-16.
123. See Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421, 436 (1962) (holding that it is unconstitutional for state officials to compose an official school prayer and require
that it be recited in public schools); Sch. Dist. of Abington Twp., Pa. v. Schempp,
374 U.S. 203, 223 (1963) (holding school-sponsored Bible reading in public
schools unconstitutional).
124. Engel, 370 U.S. at 422.
125. Id. at 425.
126. Id. at 433-34.
127. Id. at 435.
128. See Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971). Note, however, that
this test has been renounced by a majority of the Justices on the modem-day Court.
McCreary Cnty., Ky. v. ACLU, 545 U.S. 844, 890 (2005) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (citing to six Supreme Court decisions from the past thirty years).
129. 403 U.S. at 612-13.
130. Id. at 606-11.
131. Id. at 608, 610.
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tutional muster, a "statute must have a secular legislative purpose."' 32 Second, the "principal or primary effect [of a statute] must be one that neither
advances nor inhibits religion."1 33 Third, a "statute must not [promote] 'an
excessive government entanglement with religion."" 34 The Court created
this test to prevent "the three main evils ... the Establishment Clause was
intended to protect [against]: 'sponsorship, financial support, and active involvement of the [government] in religious activit[ies].""
Under the first two prongs, the Court found the statutes to be constitutional because inquiry into the legislative history showed no intent to advance
religion.' 36 To determine whether there was excessive government entanglement with religion (the third prong), the Court examined "the character and
purposes of the institutions that are benefited, the nature of the aid that the
State provides, and the resulting relationship between the government and the
religious authority."' 37 Based on these characteristics, the Court held that the
statutes violated the First Amendment because of their overtly religious nature and because they created excessive governmental entanglement with
religion.138 The Court noted that the government and areas of religious instruction should be mutually exclusive and that although "some involvement
and entanglement [is] inevitable, lines must be drawn." 39
After Lemon, the Supreme Court consistently used the three-pronged
40
test in Establishment Clause cases involving equal access in public schools.1
The first case to address the issue of equal access to public facilities for
religious organizations was Widmar v. Vincent.141 This Supreme Court case
involved the University of Missouri-Kansas City and a religious student
group known as Cornerstone. 4 2 The issue arose when, after several years
of allowing Cornerstone to use its classrooms to hold its meetings, the university withdrew its permission to use the rooms. 143 According to the university,
the exclusion was based on a regulation prohibiting the use of university
132. Id. at 612.
13 3. Id.
134. Id. at 613.
135. Id. at 612 (quoting Walz v. Tax Comm'n of N.Y.C.,
668 (1970)).

397 U.S. 664,

136. Id. at 613. The Court noted that "the statutes themselves clearly state that
they are intended to enhance the quality of the secular education . . . ." Id.
137. Id. at 615.
138. Id. at 614.
139. Id. at 625. However, the Court noted that the line of separation was a
"blurred, indistinct, and variable barrier depending on all the circumstances of a particular relationship." Id at 614.
140. See, e.g., Bd. of Educ. v. of Westside Cmty. Sch. (Dist. 66) v. Mergens, 496
U.S. 226, 248 (1990); Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263, 271-72 (1981).
141. 454 U.S. at 270.
142. Id. at 265.
143. Id.
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facilities for "purposes of religious worship or religious teaching." 1" In response, eleven student members of Cornerstone filed suit alleging that the
exclusion violated their First and Fourteenth Amendment rights. 145 The
university argued that the regulation was intended to avoid violations of the
Establishment Clause. 146
Under the specific facts of the case, the Court ultimately held that the
free speech rights of the students outweighed the university's Establishment
Clause concerns.147 Applying the Lemon test to an "equal access" policy that
would allow Cornerstone to use the university facilities to conduct its meetings, the Court concluded that the first and third prongs were clearly met because "an open-forum policy, including nondiscrimination against religious
speech, would have a secular purpose and would avoid entanglement with
religion."1 48 Although the university argued that allowing religious groups to
use its facilities would have the "primary effect" of advancing religion, and
thus not satisfy the second prong of the Lemon test, the Court did not agree.149
The Court reasoned that any religious benefit as a result of the policy would
be "incidental" and not in violation of the Establishment Clause.' 50
Following the Widmar decision, the Supreme Court began to broadly interpret the First Amendment's protection against viewpoint discrimination as
it applied to religious groups that held meetings in public schools during noninstructional time.' 5 ' This was in large part due to the enactment of the Equal
Access Act in 1984, which made it unlawful for federally assisted secondary
schools that established a limited forum to deny school access to noncurriculum student groups based on the religious, philosophical, or political
content of their meetings.152 In 1990, the Supreme Court in Board ofEducation of the Westside Community Schools (Dist. 66) v. Mergens had to decide
whether the Equal Access Act required a school to permit a student religious
group to meet on school property after school hours and, if so, whether the
Act violated the Establishment Clause.' 53
144. Id. Cornerstone meetings "included prayer, hymns, Bible commentary, and
discussion of religious views and experiences." Id. at 265 n.2.
145. Id. at 266.
146. Id. at 270-71.
147. Id. at 276.
148. Id. at 271-72.
149. Id. at 272-73 ("[A] religious organization's enjoyment of merely
'incidental' benefits does not violate the prohibition against the 'primary advancement' of religion.").
150. Id. at 274. In concluding that the open-forum policy would not advance
religion, the court noted that the policy would not imply "state approval on religious
sects or practices" and that "the forum [would be] available to a broad class of nonreligious as well as religious speakers." Id.
151. See infra notes 153-173 and accompanying text.
152. 20 U.S.C. § 4071 (2012).
153. 496 U.S. 226, 231 (1990).
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In Mergens, a student group was denied permission to form a Christian
club at their public high school.1 54 The students proclaimed that the club's
purpose was to allow students to "read and discuss the Bible, to have fellowship, and to pray together."'
The students filed suit, alleging a violation of
the Equal Access Act and the First Amendment right to free exercise of religion.156 In response, the school officials argued that the school was a not a
"limited open forum" within the meaning of the Act, and even if it were, recognizing the proposed Christian club would have violated the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment.'
The Supreme Court determined that the school fell within the restrictions of the Equal Access Act and held the Act to be constitutionally valid.' 58 The school officials' primary contention was that the Equal Access Act
did not satisfy the second prong of the Lemon test1 59 because the Act had the
main effect of advancing religion.160 The Court disagreed and held that
"there is a crucial difference between government speech endorsing religion,
which the Establishment Clause forbids, and private speech endorsing religion, which the Free Speech and Free Exercise Clauses protect."' 6 ' The
Court found that secondary school students are mature enough to understand
that an equal access policy does not mean school sponsorship of religion.162
Instead, the Court reasoned, students are able to comprehend that the school's
recognition of a religious club demonstrates "neutrality toward, rather than
endorsement of, religious speech." 63 The Court thus concluded that the
Equal Access Act did not have the primary effect of advancing religion. '"

154. Id. at 232. The proposed club would have identical privileges and conditions
as other student groups, except that it would not have a faculty advisor. Id.
155. Id. ("Membership [to the group] would have been voluntary and open to all
students regardless of religious affiliation.").
156. Id. at 233.
157. Id. at 247. The school officials alleged that official recognition of the Christian club would "incorporate religious activities into the school's official program,

endorse participation in the religious club, and provide the club with an official platform to proselytize other students." Id. at 247-48.
158. Id. at 253. The Court looked to the Widmar decision in which the Court held
that an "equal access" policy at the university level was constitutional. Id. at 248; see

also supra notes 147-150 and accompanying text.
159. Mergens, 496 U.S. at 249. The second prong provides that a statute's "prin-

cipal or primary effect must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion." Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971).
160. Mergens, 496 U.S. at 249.
161. Id. at 250.
162. Id.

163. Id. at 251.
164. Id. at 252.
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The Court also rejected the school officials' argument that complying with
the Equal Access Act violated the Establishment Clause.165
Two additional Supreme Court cases addressed the issue of the use
of public school facilities by religious organizations during non-school
hours. First, in Lamb's Chapel v. Center Moriches Union Free School District, the Court held that if secular groups are allowed to utilize the public
school after hours to discuss topics such as family life and child rearing, a
sectarian group wanting to show a film series addressing these topics from
religious perspectives must also be allowed access.' 66 Second, in 2001, the
Supreme Court allowed a private Christian organization to hold its meetings
in a public school immediately after classes ended in Good News Club v.
Milford Central School.167
In Good News Club, a private Christian organization for children submitted a request to hold the club's afterschool meetings at a public school.168
The school denied the request on the basis that the purpose of the meetings,
where participants would sing songs, hear Bible lessons, and memorize scripture, was the equivalent of religious worship prohibited by the school's policy.169 Because the club would be engaging in religious worship and instruction, the school argued that the meetings immediately after school would
imply the school's endorsement of religion in violation of the Establishment
Clause.170 Subsequently, the club brought an action claiming a violation of
its free speech rights.17' The lower courts held in favor of the school, finding
that because the school had not allowed "other groups that provided religious
instruction to use its limited public forum, . . . the school could deny access to

165. Id. at 253. The school officials argued that allowing the Christian club to
form would create "excessive entanglement between government and religion" because of the club's need of a faculty advisor. Id. at 252. The Equal Access Act explicitly prevented entanglement between school officials and religious groups, and
thus the Court held that the Act did not run afoul the First Amendment. Id. at 253.
166. 508 U.S. 384, 393-94 (1993).
167. 533 U.S. 98, 119, 144 (2001).
168. Id. at 103.

169. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). The school's policy listed several
purposes for which its facility could be used after school. Id. at 102. Among
others, the school could be used for (1) "instruction in any branch of education, learning or the arts," and (2) for "social, civic and recreational meetings and entertainment
events, and other uses pertaining to the welfare of the community, provided that
such uses shall be nonexclusive and shall be opened to the general public." Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). The policy also prohibited use of the school "by any
individual or organization for religious purposes." Id at 103 (internal quotation
marks omitted).
170. Id. at 112-14.
171. Id. at 104.
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the Good News Club without engaging in . . . viewpoint discrimination." 72
The Supreme Court reversed the Second Circuit's decision.' 3
The Court's majority held that the school's policy discriminated against
religious viewpoints in violation of the Free Speech Clause of the First
Amendment.' 74 The Court relied on Lamb's Chapel, noting that it is irrelevant whether moral lessons are taught through films or live storytelling and
prayers.' 75 Like the religious organization in Lamb's Chapel,the Good News
Club could not be denied school access based on the religious content of its
meetings.176 This meant that once a public school created a limited public
forum for community meetings during non-school hours, it could not deny
access to religious groups, even if students attending the school were the
main participants in the groups' religious activities. 77
Although religious organizations had success with equal access
cases, Establishment Clause issues involving government-initiated and student-led prayer in schools were more complicated. The discussion on government prayer in public schools emerged as a result of Lee v. Weisman.178
In Weisman, a public school had a policy allowing principals to invite clergy
members to give invocations and benedictions at graduations.179
Daniel Weisman objected to any prayers at his daughter's middle school
graduation, but prayers were delivered anyway.' 80 After Weisman filed a
complaint seeking a permanent injunction, the district court held that the
school's practice violated the Establishment Clause and enjoined the school
from continuing the prayer practice.' 8 ' Applying the three-pronged Lemon
test to the facts of the case, the court reasoned that the school policy had a
primary effect of advancing religion.182
The United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit and the Supreme Court of the United States both affirmed.183 In holding that having a
clergy member recite a prayer at a public school graduation violates the Establishment Clause, the Supreme Court relied on the fact that state officials
directed the performance of a formal religious exercise at the graduations and
172. Id. at 104-05. The lower courts also found the club's subject matter as religious in nature and in violation of the school's community use policy. Id. at 105.

173. Id. at 120.
174. Id In this case, the organization's free speech rights prevailed over the
school's Establishment Clause concerns. Id. at 112.
175. Id at 109-10.
176. See id. at 113-15 (stating that "private religious conduct during nonschool
hours" is not prohibited "merely because . . . school children may be present").
177. See id.at 113-20.

178. 505 U.S. 577 (1992).
179. Id. at 581.
180. Id. at 584.
18 1. Id.
182. Id. at 584-85.
183. Id at 585, 599.
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that student attendance and participation in the state-sponsored religious activity was essentially obligatory.' 84
Despite the Court's decision in Weisman, several school districts attempted to include prayers in graduation ceremonies and other school activities. One way was to have students vote on whether there would be prayer at
school-sponsored events.'85 In Santa Fe Independent School Districtv. Doe,
school officials enacted policies that authorized student elections to determine
whether invocations would be delivered at the high school graduation and at
football games.' 86 Relying on the decision in Weisman, the district court held
the policy as applied to graduation ceremonies unconstitutional because it
coerced students to support or participate in a religious exercise.' 87
In holding that school-sponsored prayer at football games also violated
the Establishment Clause,'18 the Supreme Court cited several factors. First,
the Court noted that conducting a student election did not protect minority
views but rather placed those students at the mercy of the majority.' 89 Second, the student elections did not prevent the school from endorsing religion.' 90 Instead, the text of the school policy demonstrated the extent of the
school's entanglement with religion.19' Besides the text of the policy, the fact
that the religious message would be delivered to a large audience at a regularly scheduled, school-sponsored event conducted on school property and controlled by school officials also led to the actual or perceived endorsement of
religion.' 92 Third, prayer before a football game improperly pressured "those
present to participate in an act of religious worship."' 93 Although the Court
prohibited student-initiated prayer at football games, it made a point to state
that the religion clauses do not prohibit all religious activities in public
schools.' 94 The Court noted that the purpose of the clauses is to "secure religious liberty."' Therefore, nothing in the Constitution "prohibits any public
school student from voluntarily praying at any time before, during, or after
the schoolday."l 96
184. Id. at 586.

185. Santa Fe Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 296-98 (2000).
186. Id. The policy had a fallback provision that required the content of the invocation to be "nonsectarian and nonproselytising" if the policy was ever to be enjoined.
Id. at 297.
187. Id. at 299.
188. Id. at 304, 306-08, 312, 316.
189. Id. at 304.
190. Id. at 306-07.
191. Id. at 306. The policy provided for the school to be involved in the selection
of the speaker and invited and encouraged religious messages. Id.
192. Id. at 307-08.
193. Id. at 312.
194. Id. at 312-13.
195. Id. at 313.

196. Id.
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With the Supreme Court's recognition of a constitutionally significant
distinction between school speech about religion and students' personal
speech about religion, lower appellate courts have addressed issues related to
the interjection of religious content into the public school classroom. In Duran v. Nitsche, a federal Pennsylvania case, a fifth grade student alleged that
her right to free speech was violated when her teacher did not allow her to
give an oral presentation to the class about her belief in God.'9 The court
found that the actions of the school authorities were based upon "legitimate
pedagogical concerns" (i.e., that the religious nature of the speech was inap98
In
propriate for the level of maturity students have reached in fifth grade).'
the court's view, it was reasonable for the school to prevent the risk that the
99
religion of the student would be mistakenly attributed to the school.'
In DeNooyer ex rel. DeNooyer v. Livonia Public Schools, a federal case
out of Michigan, a second grade student and her mother brought an action
alleging that the public school had violated the student's constitutional rights
when school officials prevented the student from showing, during show and
tell, a videotape of herself singing proselytizing religious songs. 20 0 The
school gave several reasons for barring the student from playing the videotape, including the fact that the Establishment Clause required the school to
prohibit the showing of the video. 20 1 The court relied on Duran to hold that a
concern about the impact of the religious message of the videotape shown
during class time to a group of second grade students was a legitimate pedagogical concern and that no violation of a free-speech right was implicated in
this case. 202
Based on the Supreme Court decisions above, the provision in Amendment 2 granting public school students the
right to free exercise of religious expression without interference, as
long as such prayer or other expression is private and voluntary,
whether individually or corporately, and in a manner that is not disruptive and as long as such prayers or expressions abide within the same
parameters placed upon any other free speech under similar circumstances 203
is in accordance with the existing law generally protecting students' right to
freely exercise religious expression. Supreme Court decisions have deter197. 780 F. Supp. 1048, 1052 (E.D. Pa. 1991).
198. Id. at 1055-56.
199. Id.
200. 799 F. Supp. 744, 746-47 (E.D. Mich. 1992). The plaintiff particularly ar-

gued that her rights under the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment were
violated. Id. at 752.
201. Id. at 746-47, 751.
202. Id. at 751, 754.
203. MO. CONST. art. I, § 5.
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mined that while a school may not act in a manner that can be seen by an
objective observer as the school's affiliation with religion, a school is equally
prohibited from denying access to religious organizations based on the organization's viewpoints and not based on regular speech standards. 20 Thus,
Missouri students have long had the right to pray individually or in groups, so
long as the religious expression is voluntary and not disruptive under ordinary
speech standards established by the Supreme Court.
This provision in Amendment 2 merely serves as a reminder to students,
parents, and school officials that a student may pray at any point if it does
not substantially interfere with the school's leaming environment.
This means that a Missouri student can pray (or not) in silence while sitting
in class so long as it is not disruptive. It also means that Missouri students
can form a religious organization under the same standards as a non-religious
organization. Missouri students can come together during recess to pray,
just as they can gather during recess to discuss sports. So long as the expression abides within the same standards placed upon any other speech at school,
that expression is constitutionally protected. Each of these Amendment
2 implications is in accordance with the Supreme Court's interpretation of the
First Amendment. 205
The provision in Amendment 2 providing "that students may express
their beliefs about religion in written and oral assignments free from discrimination based on the religious content of their work" 206 can be understood as a
response to cases like Duran207 and DeNooyer.208 However, this provision
does not create a new right for Missouri students.
First, it is widely understood that students do not simply "shed their
constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expression" when they are at
school.209 In fact, absent a "substantial disruption" or material interference
with the school's functions, a student's speech or expression cannot be restricted beyond regular speech standards. 210 This means that unless a student's religious expression in their school assignment interferes with the
rights of other students or causes a substantial disruption to the leaming process, that student should have the right to express his or her beliefs. Amendment 2 explicitly applies this right to all students of all school levels. 2 1 1
Likewise, once a public school creates a limited public forum that
allows students to express their viewpoints, the school cannot deny that right
to students merely because their viewpoint is religious. 212 For example, if
204. See supra notes 140-177 and accompanying text.
205. See supra note 82 and accompanying text.
206. MO. CONST. art. I, § 5.
207. See supra notes 197-199 and accompanying text.

208. See supra notes 200-202 and accompanying text.
209.
210.
211.
212.

Tinker v. Des Moines Indep. Cmty. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503, 506 (1969).
See supra note 82 and accompanying text.
See MO CONST. art I, § 5.
See supra note 177 and accompanying text.
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a teacher directs students to write a paper on any historical figure from
any era, the teacher cannot reject a student's paper depicting the life of a religious figure. To do so would result in viewpoint discrimination in violation
of the Constitution.
Still, public schools need to avoid becoming linked in the public mind
with ideas and opinions that schools have a duty not to express.213 Schools
will not be at risk for violating the Establishment Clause so long as a student's expression could be "reasonably perceive[d]" as his or her own instead
of the school's endorsement of that expression.214 In the Amendment 2 context, this means that teachers should be cautious not to create assignments
that would be deemed by an objective observer as an attempt by the school to
associate itself with religion. Teachers should not, for example, require their
students to role-play any religious activity or ritual.
Because schools have the authority to establish their own curriculum,
teachers should take the opportunity to be as specific as possible when instructing students on an assignment. Specific requirements and standards will
reduce the chances of a constitutional challenge because teachers will be able
to judge the assignment by ordinary academic standards. For example, if a
teacher directs students to write a paper on a U.S. President from the last fifty
years, the teacher would reasonably be allowed to reject a student's paper
depicting the life of a religious figure. The teacher would not, however, be
allowed to reject a student's paper discussing a President's conversion to
Christianity (unless, of course, the assignment explicitly limited the students
to discussing the President's fiscal policies). Not until a choice is given to
students to express their beliefs about religion in assignments (because of a
lack of specific instructions) will a student be allowed to do so.
b. The Free Exercise of Religion
The Free Exercise Clause, made applicable to the states by incorporation
into the Fourteenth Amendment, 2 15 provides that Congress "shall make no
law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof"2 16 "[F]ree exercise of religion means . . . the right to believe
and profess whatever religious doctrine one desires." 217 As a result, the
Free Exercise Clause "excludes all 'governmental regulation of religious beliefs as such."' 218 The government "may not compel affirmation of religious
belief, punish the expression of religious doctrines it believes to be false,

213. See supra note 106 and accompanying text.
214. See supra note 107 and accompanying text.
215. Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 303 (1940).
216. U.S. CONST. amend. 1. (emphasis added).
217. Emp't Div. v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 877 (1990).

218. Id. (emphasis omitted) (quoting Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398,
402 (1963)).
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impose special disabilities on the basis of religious views or religious status,
or lend its power to one or the other side in controversies over religious authority or dogma." 219
"'The Free Exercise Clause is written in terms of what the government
cannot do to the individual, not in terms of what the individual can exact from
the government."' 220 In the education context, this means that a public school
is not required to remove all materials that may be religiously offensive from
its curriculum. 221 This is because the Constitution does not grant individuals
the right to dictate a school's curriculum to conform to his or her religion.222
However, it is less clear whether a student can opt out of a particular classroom activity that the student claims goes against his or her religious beliefs.
In Sherbert v. Verner, the Supreme Court addressed a free exercise
claim by a member of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church who was discharged by her employer because she refused to work on Saturday. 2 23 The
member was unable to obtain other employment, so she filed a claim for unemployment compensation benefits.224 When her benefit claim was denied
on the grounds that she failed "without good cause .

.

. to accept available

suitable work when offered," the member brought an action alleging that her
free exercise rights had been infringed.22 5 In analyzing her claim, the Court
established a two-prong free exercise test to determine the constitutionality of
her employer's actions.
To succeed under the two-prong free exercise test, a plaintiff must show
that: (1) the government regulation placed a burden on the free exercise of
religion, and (2) the government lacks a compelling state interest in regulating the burdening activity.226 In applying the first prong, the Court found that
the regulation burdened the member's free exercise of religion because it
forced her to choose between her religion and work.227 According to the
Court, a burden can be established by indirect compulsion if "the purpose or
effect of a law is to impede the observance of one or all religions or is to dis-

219. Id. (citations omitted).
220. Lyng v. Nw. Indian Cemetery Protective Ass'n, 485 U.S. 439, 451 (1988)
(quoting Sherbert, 374 U.S. at 412).
221. Florey v. Sioux Falls Sch. Dist. 49-5, 619 F.2d 1311, 1318 (8th Cir. 1980).
222. Bauchman v. W. High Sch., 132 F.3d 542, 557 (10th Cir. 1997).
223. 374 U.S. at 399. Saturday was the Sabbath Day of the plaintiffs faith. Id.
224. Id at 399-400.
225. Id. at 400-01.
226. Id. at 403, 406.
227. Id. at 403-04. Specifically, the Court stated that the lower court's ruling forced the member "to choose between following the precepts of her religion and
forfeiting benefits, on the one hand, and abandoning one of the precepts of her
religion in order to accept work, on the other hand." Id. at 404. The Court opined
that such regulation was analogous to giving the member a fine for worshipping
on Saturday. Id.
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criminate invidiously between religions." 228 Under the second prong,
the Court held that the state's interests in disallowing unemployment benefits
were not compelling. 229 Even if there was a possibility that allowing
employment benefits in this situation would "dilute the fund and disrupt the
scheduling of work," the Court reasoned that it would still be necessary
for the employer to prove that no alternative forms of regulation would be
available. 230 The Court determined that the two-prongs had been met
and held that the state had infringed upon the member's First Amendment
right when it applied eligibility provisions to unemployment benefits to force
a Seventh-Day Adventist to abandon her religious convictions respecting a
day of rest. 231
The two-pronged free exercise test was later applied in the context of
public school curricula in Mozert v. Hawkins County Board of Education.232
In Mozert, parents of school children brought an action against the school
board claiming that their free exercise rights had been violated because their
children were forced to read a school book series "which [taught] or inculcate[d] values in violation of their religious beliefs."233 In applying the first
prong of the Sherbert test, the Sixth Circuit held that the school's use of the
book series did not burden the free exercise of religion because it did not
require one to affirm or deny a religious belief or require or prohibit one from
engaging in the practice of religion. 234 The court distinguished between mere
exposure to religiously offensive material and actual interference with the
exercise of religion by stating that "'distinctions must be drawn between
those governmental actions that actually interfere with the exercise of religion, and those that merely require or result in exposure
to attitudes and out235
looks at odds with perspectives prompted by religion."'

228. Id.

229. Id. at 407. The state had argued that there was a compelling state interest
because granting employment benefits in this case would lead to fraudulent claims

being filed and would "hinder the scheduling by employers of necessary Saturday
work." Id.
230. Id.
231. Id. at 410.
232. 827 F.2d 1058, 1063 (6th Cir. 1987).
233. Id. at 1060-61. The books at issue were the Holt, Rinehart, and Winston
basic reading series (Holt series), which discussed various subjects that parents had
religious objections to. Id. at 1060. The school board had an alternative reading
program for students whose parents objected to the assigned Holt reading, but then
voted unanimously to eliminate it and require every student to attend classes during
the Holt series. Id.
234. Id. at 1069.
235. Id. at 1068 (quoting Grove v. Mead Sch. Dist. No. 354, 753 F.2d 1528, 1543
(9th Cir. 1985)). Having already determined that no burden had been placed on the
free exercise of religion, the court did not address the second prong of the Sherbert
test. Id. at 1070.
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The Supreme Court addressed the Free Exercise Clause in context of
public school curricula in 1972.236 In Wisconsin v. Yoder, the Court analyzed
a claim brought by Amish parents challenging a compulsory school attendance law. 2 37 As a result of their religious beliefs, the parents withheld their
children from high school and were then tried and convicted for violating the
school attendance law.238 The parents challenged the law, claiming that they
would expose themselves to reprimand from the church and also compromise
their salvation and that of their children by sending their children to high
school.239 Under the first prong of the Sherbert test, the Court held that the
law violated the Free Exercise Clause because it compelled the parents, under
threat of criminal sanction, to "perform acts undeniably at odds with fundamental tenets of their religious beliefs."240 Once the Court determined that
the obligatory attendance law burdened the free exercise of religion, the Court
analyzed the state's interests in upholding the law and considered those interests to be unsatisfactorily compelling.2 4 1
The Amendment 2 provision stating "that no student shall be compelled
to perform or participate in academic assignments or educational presentations that violate his or her religious beliefs" 242 has been the most contentious
piece of the measure. 243 The provision has been controversial because even
though it clarifies the concept that an individual cannot be forced by the government to abandon his or her religious beliefs, it does not provide exactly
how far a student's right to opt-out of an academic assignment or presentation
can reach. 2" Still, it is unreasonable to assume that students will be able to
skip classes they simply do not enjoy as a result of Amendment 2. It is reasonable, however, to expect at least some burden on schools as they attempt
to decipher what the provision will require of their curriculum.

236. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972). This was not the first time the
Court dealt with this issue, though. In 1968, the Court held unconstitutional a state
prohibition against teaching the theory of evolution in public schools and universities.
Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 109 (1968). The Court reasoned that the First
Amendment prohibits a state from requiring a school's curriculum to "be tailored to
the principles or prohibitions of any religious sect or dogma." Id. at 106.
237. 406 U.S. at 207-08.
238. Id. at 208-09.

239. Id. at 209.
240. Id. at 218.
241. Id. at 222. The state made two arguments: (1) education is necessary to prepare people to participate in the political system that is needed in an independent and
free society, and (2) education is necessary to ensure that individuals are selfsufficient and self-reliant. Id. at 221. The Court did not consider these interests compelling enough because, with respect to the Amish, an additional one or two years of
formal education would not serve those interests. Id. at 222.
242. MO. CONST. art. 1, § 5.
243. See, e.g., Townsend, supra note 46.
244. Id.
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Of particular importance is the distinction between mere exposure to religiously offensive material and participation in a way that violates an individual's religious beliefs. This distinction was discussed in Mozert, where
the Court held that mere exposure to unwanted ideas is insufficient to justify
a student opting out of the school's reading assignments.24 5 Thus, concerns
that a student will be able to opt out of algebra class because it "goes against
their religious beliefs" are unfounded. Amendment 2 was not created to provide students a "get out of school" pass. Instead, this specific provision is
meant as a reminder to students and parents that freedom of religion means
that they cannot be compelled by the government to violate their religious
beliefs. So long as the school assignment does not require an individual to
affirm or deny a religious belief or require or prohibit one from engaging
in the practice of religion, a student will not have a valid justification to optout of the assignment. For example, it has long been established that schools
can teach the theory of evolution so long as students are not compelled to
believe in it. 246
As a result of Amendment 2, the Missouri school system should provide
guidelines to school districts to prevent litigation risks.247 To date, the Missouri School Boards' Association (MSBA) has not established policy guidelines interpreting Amendment 2. When the measure passed in August 2012,
MSBA provided board members and school personnel with information on
Amendment 2 and its analysis on whether or not the amendment was in accordance with existing law. 248 While MSBA acknowledged that several provisions of Amendment 2 merely repeated existing law found in the Missouri
and United States Constitutions, it also found other provisions that conflict
with the Supreme Court's interpretation of the First Amendment. 249 For example, MSBA maintained that Amendment 2's provisions allowing students
to "express their beliefs about religion in written and oral assignments free
from discrimination based on the religious content of their work" and prohibiting the state from "compel[ing] [students] to perform or participate in academic assignments or educational presentations that violate his or her religious beliefs" expanded the current law by not including the exceptions cre250
ated by Supreme Court decisions.
Although the MSBA memorandum may have provided guidance for
school districts as they implemented Amendment 2, school districts ought
to nonetheless establish their own policies to meet the requirements of
245. See supra notes 232-235 and accompanying text.
246. See Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 109 (1968).

247. For example, teachers may need to be more specific in their instructions, as
well as provide alternatives for students if the subject is of a sensitive matter.
248. See Memorandum from the Mo. Sch. Bds.' Ass'n on Info. on House Joint
Resolution No. 2 as it Relates to Pub. Sch. Dists. to Sch. Bd. Members and Sch. Pers.
(2012) (on file with the Missouri Law Review).

249. Id. at 1-9.
250. Id. at 6-9.
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Amendment 2. Creating clear guidelines may be a complicated task, but
there are federal guidelines available that can be used as a starting point for
Missouri schools.
c. Federal Guidance on Constitutionally Protected Prayer in Schools
In light of the various Supreme Court decisions affecting religious liberties, the federal government has issued guidelines regarding religion in public
schools. 25 1 Section 9524 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) of 1965, as amended by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001,
requires the Office of the General Counsel in the Department of Education
and the Office of Legal Counsel in the Department of Justice to issue guidance (Federal Guidance) on constitutionally protected prayer in public elementary and secondary schools.252 Section 9524 also requires local educational agencies to annually certify in writing to its State educational agency
that it has "no policy that prevents, or otherwise denies participation in, constitutionally protected prayer in public schools" as set forth in the Federal
Guidance. 25 3 The requirement must be satisfied before local educational
agencies can receive ESEA funds.254
The Federal Guidance gives an overview of governing constitutional
principles and applies them to the context of religious expression in
schools. 255 First, the Federal Guidance states that students are allowed to
pray when not engaged in school activities or instruction, "subject to the
same rules designed to prevent material disruption of the educational program
that are applied to other privately initiated expressive activities.",256 Next,
the guidance allows students to organize prayer groups, religious clubs, and
"see you at the pole" gatherings before school to the same extent that students
are permitted to organize other non-curricular student activities groups. 257
Also, schools have the discretion to dismiss students to off-premises religious
25 1. See Guidance on Constitutionally Protected Prayer in Public Elementary
and Secondary Schools, U.S. Dep't of Educ. (Feb.7, 2003), https://www2.ed.
gov/policy/gen/guid/religionandschools/prayerguidance.html.
252. Id. The purpose of the guidance is to provide state and local educational
agencies, as well as the public, with information on the current law concerning constitutionally protected prayer in public schools and to clarify the extent to which prayer
in public schools is protected. Id
253. Id. If a local educational agency fails to file the required certification, or
files it in bad faith, the State educational agency is required to ensure compliance in
accordance with its regular enforcement procedures. Id.
254. Id.
255. Id.
256. Id. This allows students to read their Bibles or other scriptures, say grace
before meals, and to pray or study religious materials with other students during noninstructional times to the same extent they may engage in non-religious activities. Id.
257. Id
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instruction, as long as the schools do not encourage or discourage participation in the instruction or penalize students for attending or not attending.258 Where the school has a practice of excusing students from class on
the basis of parents' requests for accommodation for nonreligious reasons,
it must do the same for religiously-motivated requests. 259 in some circumstances, schools may be required to make accommodations that "relieve
substantial burdens" on students' religious exercise. 260 The Federal Guidance
also provides that students may express their beliefs about religion in
class assignments free from discrimination based on the religious content of
their submissions.26'
The Amendment 2 student rights provisions mirror those of the Federal
Guidance.262 However, a critical difference is that Amendment 2 applies to
all students, not just those in primary and secondary schools. 263 While MiSsouri's primary and secondary schools have had to be in compliance with the
Federal Guidance for several years, state universities will have to adjust to the
standards in Amendment 2. As previously stated, state guidelines will need
to be created in order to provide the clarity that Amendment 2 lacks.
Although none of the student provisions violate the Establishment Clause,
they are bound to create confusion for those not familiar with Supreme Court
decisions dealing with religion in schools.

B. Prisoners' Religious Liberties UnderAmendment 2
As a whole, Amendment 2 provides an expansive reiteration of Missourians' religious rights. However, the last part of the amendment states that
the measure "shall not be construed to expand the rights of prisoners in state
or local custody beyond those afforded by the laws of the United States." 26
This statement generated a lawsuit almost immediately after Amendment 2
was adopted by Missouri voters in August 2012.265
In response to the provision, the ACLU, on behalf of two prisoners in
Missouri penal institutions, brought an action in the United States District
Court for the Western District of Missouri against the head of Missouri's
258. Id.
259. Id.

260. Id. This will depend on federal or state constitutional law or state
statutes. Id.
261. Id. The class work should be graded by ordinary academic standards of
substance and relevance and against other legitimate pedagogical concerns identified
by the school. Id
262. See discussion supra Part III.A.
263. MO. CONST. art. 1,§ 5.
264. Id.
265. ACLU Files Lawsuit over Missouri Prayer Measure, NEwSTRIBUNE.COM
(Aug. 9, 2012), http://www.newstribune.com/news/2012/aug/09/aclu-files-lawsuit-

over-missouri-prayer-measure/.
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Department of Corrections. 266 The ACLU alleged that Amendment 2 took
away from all prisoners unspecified protections of religious liberty that had
been available since Missouri's statehood.267 These protections, the ACLU
claimed, exceeded those provided under the federal First Amendment. 268
Because the Missouri Constitution had provided free exercise rights beyond
what the United States Constitution offered, the ACLU maintained that the
exclusion of prisoners in Amendment 2 had a "principal or primary effect of
inhibiting religion" in violation of the Establishment Clause. 269
To support their claim against Amendment 2, the ACLU relied on court
decisions that considered Missouri to be more protective of religious liberty
and expression than federal law.270 One example was the Supreme Court of
Missouri decision Gibson v. Brewer.271 In Gibson, a boy and his parents sued
a diocese and its priest for claims arising from the priest's alleged sexual misconduct.27 2 After the trial court dismissed their claims, the plaintiffs appealed
and argued that the court violated the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution by adjudicating on claims made against a priest.273 The plaintiffs relied upon the Establishment Clause of the United States Constitution
but neither cited nor discussed the Missouri Constitution.274 The Supreme
Court of Missouri acknowledged that "the provisions of the Missouri Constitution declaring that there shall be a separation of church and state are not
only more explicit but more restrictive than the First Amendment." 275 However, because the parties neither cited to nor discussed the religion clauses of
the Missouri Constitution, the court did not address the applicability of those
provisions to the issues of the case. 276

266. Id.
267. Class Action Complaint for Prospective Relief at T 1, Qandah v. Lombardi,
No. 12-04213-CV-C-HFS, 2013 WL 684189 (W.D. Mo. Feb. 25, 2013) [hereinafter
Qandah Complaint].
268. Id. at 27-28.
269. Id. at 13.
270. Id. at 28; see, e.g., Perry v. Johnston, 641 F.3d 953, 957 (8th Cir. 2011)
(noting that Missouri rights are broader than those of the First Amendment); Gibson
v. Brewer, 952 S.W.2d 239, 246 (Mo. 1997).
271. 952 S.W.2d at 246 (internal quotation marks omitted).
272. Id. at 243-44.
273. Id. at 243.
274. Id. at 246.
275. Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
276. Id. Applying only the First Amendment of the United States Constitution
to the facts of the case, the court held that the First Amendment's religion clauses
would be violated by an adjudication of a claim of negligent hiring, ordination, and
retention of a priest, claim of negligent failure to supervise a priest, claim of negligent
infliction of emotional distress, and a claim of independent negligence of diocese. Id.
at 247-50.
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In light of the Gibson decision acknowledging Missouri's religion
clauses as more restrictive than the First Amendment (in allowing aid or support for religious organizations), the ACLU argued that the Amendment 2
provision stating that the prisoners' religious rights would not be expanded
beyond those afforded by Federal law somehow diminished the religious
freedoms previously held by them. 277 The State responded by filing a motion
to dismiss, maintaining that plaintiffs had failed to exhaust grievances and
that there was a moot issue "over abstract, hypothetical concepts, unripe for
judicial resolution." 278 The District Court for the Western Division of Missouri granted the motion and dismissed ACLU's complaint.279 Judge Howard
Sachs reasoned that the prisoners failed to specify any "instance where the
amendment takes away a specific right" or any program or condition that
would be impacted by the amendment.280 In addition, Judge Sachs maintained that there was no evidence to suggest that Missouri's Constitution provided more expansive religious liberties than the First Amendment. 281 The
court distinguished the cases cited by the ACLU from the present action by
noting that those decisions were made in the context of matters unrelated to
prisoners' rights.282 In fact, the only case the court found where Missouri
prisoners' religious rights were at issue had regarded Missouri law as indistinguishable from federal law. 283 Shortly after the dismissal, the ACLU
maintained that it would continue to advocate against Amendment 2.284
Regardless of the ACLU's future actions, the dismissal of the prisoners'
lawsuit has been considered a "victory for religious liberty advocates in Missouri."285 With the court's dismissal, it is unlikely that this specific provision
of Amendment 2 will be challenged again. This is because the court has determined that Missouri's old article I, section 5 did not provide religious freedom beyond what is granted by the First Amendment, so it cannot be argued
that Amendment 2 took any rights away from prisoners. Instead, prisoners'
277. Qandah Complaint, supra note 267 at T 41.
278. Qandah v. Lombardi, No. 12-04213-CV-C-HFS, 2013 WL 684189, *1 (W.D.

Mo. Feb. 25, 2013).
279. Id. at *3.
280. Id. at *2.
281. Id. The court relied in part on Coburn v. Mayer, which concluded that
Amendment 2 merely made prisoners' rights coextensive with federal law and that it

would be "'purely conjectural' [if] some extra right under the unamended Missouri
Constitution would be affected." Id.
282. Id.
283. Id. (citing Adams v. Moore, 861 S.W.2d 680 (Mo. App. W.D. 1993)).
284. The Associated Press, ACLU Vows to Keep Fighting Missouri Prayer
Amendment, ST. LOUIS PUB. RADIO (Mar. 7, 2013, 10:18 AM), http://www.
news.stlpublicradio.org/post/aclu-vows-keep-fighting-missouri-prayer-amendment.
285. Joe Ortwerth, FederalJudge Rejects Challenge to Missouri Prayer Amendment, MO. FAM. POL'Y COUNCIL (Mar. 5, 2013), http://www.missourifamily.

org/weekly/2013/03_05_13.htm.
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religious liberties under Missouri law will remain coextensive to federal law.
Unless prisoners can demonstrate an instance where Amendment 2 has diminished their rights beyond what is provided by the First Amendment, any challenge to this amendment's provision will likely fail.

C Prayerin Legislative Sessions
Amendment 2 also provides "that the General Assembly and the governing bodies of political subdivisions may extend to ministers, clergypersons,
and other individuals the privilege to offer invocations or other prayers at
meetings or sessions of the General Assembly or governing bodies." 286
Courts have generally held that the practice of having prayer at sessions of
public bodies does not violate the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.287 Still, the content of prayers and the policy controlling legislative
prayer has previously been challenged on constitutional grounds. 288
In the 1983 decision Marsh v. Chambers, the Supreme Court of the
United States held that the official recitation of prayer immediately prior to
the opening of each legislative session did not violate the Establishment
Clause. 289 The case arose in Nebraska, where every legislative session
opened with a prayer by a clergyman selected by the state and paid out of
public funds. 290 Earnest Chambers, a member of the Nebraska legislature,
brought an action claiming that the prayer practice violated the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment. 29 1
Although the Eighth Circuit had evaluated Nebraska's practice under the
three-prong Lemon test, 292 the Supreme Court took a different approach. The
Court relied upon history, stating that "[fjrom colonial times through the
founding of the Republic and ever since, the practice of legislative prayer has
coexisted with the principles of disestablishment and religious freedom." 293
286. Mo. CONST. art. 1,§ 5.
287. See Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783, 792 (1983).
288. See infra notes 293-327 and accompanying text.
289. 463 U.S. at 792. The court defined legislative prayer as an act to "invoke

Divine guidance on a public body entrusted with making the laws." Id.
290. Id. at 784-85. A Presbyterian minister served as chaplain from 1965 until
1983 when the litigation commenced at a salary of $319.75 per month for each month
the legislature was in session. Id. at 785.
291. Id.
292. See Chambers v. Marsh, 675 F.2d 228, 233-34 (8th Cir. 1982), rev'd, 463
U.S. 783 (1983).
293. Marsh, 463 U.S. at 786. The court continued by stating,
Clearly the men who wrote the First Amendment Religion Clause did
not view paid legislative chaplains and opening prayers as a violation of
that Amendment, for the practice of opening sessions with prayer has
continued without interruption ever since that early session of Congress. It has also been followed consistently in most of the states . ..
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The Court also interpreted the Founding Fathers' intention of the Establishment Clause to conclude that the practice of legislative prayer was no threat
to the separation of church and government.294 Instead, the Court determined
that the Founding Fathers looked at legislative prayer as "conduct whose ...
effect ... harmonize[d] with the tenets of some or all religions." 2 95 In light of
the nation's history, the Supreme Court held that "there can be no doubt that
the practice of opening legislative sessions with prayer has become part of the
fabric of our society. "296
Upon establishing that legislative prayer did not violate the Establishment Clause, the Court examined the constitutionality of three features of the
Nebraska practice.297 First, the Court analyzed the fact that a clergyman of
only one denomination had been selected for sixteen years and concluded that
a clergyman's long tenure alone is insufficient to violate the Establishment
Clause. 298 Next, the Court again relied upon history to hold that compensation of the chaplain from public funds does not invalidate the constitutionality
of legislative prayer. 299 Finally, the Court stated that the content of the prayer
is not of concern where "there is no indication that the prayer opportunity has
been exploited to proselytize or advance any one, or to disparage any other,
faith or belief."300 For these reasons, the Court decided that it was not necessary for it to "embark on a sensitive evaluation or to parse the content of a
particular prayer." 30 1
Marsh remains the one of the most recent Supreme Court cases to directly address the constitutionality of legislative prayer. Under Marsh, however, legislative prayer is not without limits. 302 In County of Allegheny v.
ACLU, the Supreme Court weighed the constitutionality of a city's yearly
public display of a Christmas creche and a Hanukkah menorah.303 The Court
resolved the case under the Lynch v. Donnelly3 ' interpretation of the Lemon
test 305 but also addressed Marsh in response to one of the dissent's arguwhere the institution of opening legislative sessions with prayer was
adopted even before the State attained statehood.
Id. at 788-89.
294. Id. at 791-92.
295. Id. at 792 (alteration in original).
296. Id.
297. Id. at 793.
298. Id. at 793-94.
299. Id. at 794 ("[R]emuneration is grounded in [the Framers'] historic practice.").
300. Id. at 794-95.
301. Id. at 795.
302. See Cnty. of Allegheny v. ACLU, 492 U.S. 573, 603-04 (1989).
303. Id. at 578.
304. 465 U.S. 668 (1984).
305. Id. at 592-97. Under the Lemon -test, a statute or practice which touches upon
religion (1) must have a secular purpose; (2) must neither advance nor inhibit religion;
and (3) "must not foster an excessive government entanglement with religion." Lem-
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ments. 306 The Court noted that although Marsh upheld legislative prayer, the
Marsh Court had acknowledged that not even the "'unique history' of legislative prayer" warranted prayers that effectively linked the state with religion.307 The Court stated that the legislative prayers involved in Marsh "did
not violate [that] principle because the particular chaplain had 'removed all
references to Christ."' 308 Subsequent court of appeals decisions partly relied
upon this dictum to strike down legislative prayer. 3 09
Despite the Supreme Court's assertion that legislative prayers are generally permissible and have become "part of the fabric of our society," 310 not all
circuit court decisions following Marsh upheld legislative prayer. For example, the Fourth Circuit relied on both dictum from County of Allegheny and
historical analysis from Marsh to strike down legislative prayer unless it is
"nonsectarian in both policy and practice" and does not result in an "effective
endorsement of one faith."311 In Joyner v. Forsynth County, a public board's
prayer policy was analyzed after two county residents alleged that the policy
violated "the Establishment Clause by advancing and endorsing Christianity
to the exclusion of other faiths." 312 Although the court acknowledged a line
on v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971) (internal quotation marks omitted); see

also supra notes 129-135 and accompanying text.
306. Cnty. of Allegheny, 492 U.S. at 602. Justice Kennedy and three other dissenting Justices relied upon Marsh to assert that the display of the Christmas cr6che
was consistent with the Establishment Clause. Id. Justice Kennedy argued that the
majority's analysis of the creche "reflects an unjustified hostility toward religion." Id.
307. Id. at 603.
308. Id. (quoting Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783, 793 (1983)).
309. See infra notes 311-324 and accompanying text.
310. Marsh, 463 U.S. at 792.
311. Joyner v. Forsyth Cnty., 653 F.3d 341, 348, 355 (4th Cir. 2011).
312. Id. at 342. Prior to the lawsuit, there was no written prayer policy but the

practice was fairly routine. Id. at 343. The clerk to the board maintained a "Congregations List" used to invite religious leaders of all congregations "with an established
presence in the community." Id. The invitational letter requested that the prayer "not
be exploited as an effort to convert others to the particular faith of the invocational
speaker, nor to disparage any faith or belief different than that of the invocational
speaker." Id. Appointments were scheduled on a first-come, first-serve basis. Id
No speaker was allowed to deliver the prayer for consecutive meetings or more than
twice a year. Id. Although the board did not manage the content of the prayers, Jesus

Christ was often mentioned. Id. After the suit was brought, the board created a formal policy that maintained most of its previous prayer practices. Id. at 344. The
policy added "that nobody shall be required to participate in any prayer that is offered,
that [n]either the Board nor the clerk shall engage in any prior inquiry, review of, or
involvement in, the content of any prayer to be offered by an invocational speaker,"
and that prayers were "not intended, and shall not be implemented or construed in any
way, to affiliate the Board with, nor express the Board's preference for, any faith or
religious denomination." Id. (alterations in original) (internal quotation marks omitted). "Despite the [policy's] language, the prayers [consistently contained] reference
to specific tenets of Christianity." Id.
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of precedent accepting legislative prayer as a way to bring people of all backgrounds together, it equally recognized the potential for legislative prayer to
prefer (or appear to prefer) particular religious beliefs "at the expense of others."313 To minimize this risk, the Fourth Circuit held that legislative prayer
is consistent with the Establishment Clause only when it is "nonsectarian in
both policy and practice."314
The most recent court decision to strike down a legislative prayer
practice is Galloway v. Town of Greece.3 1 In Galloway, two residents asserted that the Town of Greece's practice of opening town board meetings
with a prayer violated the Establishment Clause because the prayers aligned
the town with Christianity and were sectarian rather than secular.31 6
Although the town had never regulated the content of the prayers, had always
permitted any citizen from any religious tradition to volunteer to be a
prayer-giver, and had never discriminated in selecting prayer-givers, 317
the Second Circuit struck down the prayer practice. 318 The court relied on the
totality of the circumstances and found that the town's method for selecting
the speakers effectively guaranteed a Christian viewpoint," 319 that the sub313. Id. at 347.
314. Id. at 348.
315. 681 F.3d 20, 30 (2d Cir. 2012), cert. granted, 133 S. Ct. 2388 (2013).
On November 6, 2013, the Supreme Court of the United States heard oral arguments
to determine whether the Second Circuit erred in striking down a legislative prayer
practice "notwithstanding the absence of discrimination in the selection of prayergivers or forbidden exploitation of the prayer opportunity." Town of Greece v. Galloway, SCOTUSBLOG, http://www.scotusblog.com/case-files/cases/town-of-greece-vgalloway/ (last visited June 3,, 2014). On May 5, 2014 the Court reversed the Second
Circuit's judgment. Id. In a 5-4 opinion delivered by Justice Kennedy, the Court held
that the town's prayer practice does not violate the Establishment Clause because it
adheres to a longstanding tradition followed by Congress and state legislatures and it
does not coerce participation by nonbelievers. Town of Greece v. Galloway, No. 12696, 2014 BL 124245, at *17 (U.S. May 5, 2014). The Court's decision primarily
relies on the historical analysis established in Marsh and focuses on facts specific to
the case. See id. at *9-16. Justice Kagan, writing for the four dissenters, differentiated the prayer practice at issue in the case from those upheld in Marsh by noting that
Greece's town meetings involved predominantly sectarian invocations and participation by ordinary citizens. Id. at *31.
316. 681 F.3d at 25.
317. Id at 23. Prior to June 2010, the town did not have a "formal policy regarding (a) the process for inviting prayer-givers, (b) the permissible content of prayers, or
(c) any other aspect of its prayer practice." Id.
318. Id. at 33. About two-thirds of the prayers contained references to "Jesus
Christ," "Jesus," "Your Son," or the "Holy Spirit." Id at 24 (internal quotation
marks omitted). The remaining third of the prayers spoke in "more generically theistic terms" such as "Heavenly Father," and "Lord." Id. at 24-25 (internal quotation
marks omitted).
319. Id at 30-31.
For the first nine years of the town's prayer practice,
only Christian clergy conducted the prayers. Id. at 31. Although the town selected
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stantial majority of prayers at issue referenced unique Christian values, 320 and
that it appeared "that most prayer-givers [were speaking] on behalf of the
town and its residents rather than only speaking on behalf of themselves." 32 1
As a result, the court held that an "objective, reasonable person" would believe that the Town of Greece's prayer practice effectively affiliated the town
with the Christian faith.322
The Eleventh Circuit has strictly adhered to the Marsh analysis by holding that "courts are not to evaluate the content of [legislative] prayers absent
evidence of exploitation" and by refusing to read County of Allegheny "narrowly to permit only nonsectarian prayer." 323 In Pelphrey v. Cobb County,
the Eleventh Circuit upheld a legislative prayer policy that allowed two county commissions to open each meeting with a prayer given by volunteer religious leaders selected on a rotating basis. 324 In its analysis, the court observed that Marsh considered several factors to evaluate the prayer practice,
"including the nature of the prayers, the identity of the speaker, and the selection of the clergy." 325 The court evaluated these same factors to conclude that
although the majority of the prayer-givers were Christians and the prayers
had at times included brief sectarian terms, there was no need to evaluate the
content of the prayers because the prayers, taken as a whole, had "not [been]
exploited to advance one faith or belief."326 Thus, the Eleventh Circuit affirmed the district court's holding that the prayer practices were permissible,
except during the two years in which the county had categorically and intentionally excluded speakers from particular faiths.327

the prayer-givers at random, the process was limited because invitations were
almost never sent to places of worship outside the town of Greece. Id. The town
also never notified the public that they would accept volunteers of any religion or
non-religion. Id

320. Id. at 24. However, the court emphasized that the "sectarian nature of the
prayers" alone does not violate the Establishment Clause. Id. at 31.
321. Id. at 32.
322. Id. at 33.
323. Pelphrey v. Cobb Cnty., 547 F.3d 1263, 1271 (11th Cir. 2008).
324. Id. at 1266-67.
325. Id. at 1281-82.
326. Id. at 1278. The sectarian terms included in the prayers included references
to "Jesus, Allah, God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, Mohammed, and Heavenly Father." Id. at 1266 (internal quotation marks omitted). Because, cumulatively, there
were "diverse references in the prayers," the practice did not "advance a single faith."
Id. at 1277. In contrast, the board's policy in Joyner resulted in a greater amount of
sectarian prayer: all of the prayer-givers were Christian, the majority of the prayers
delivered referenced Jesus Christ, and none of the prayers mentioned any other deity.
See 653 F.3d 341, 353 (4th Cir. 2011).
327. Pelphrey, 547 F.3d at 1282. The selection procedures during those two years
violated the "impermissible motive" standard of Marsh. Id. at 1281 (internal quotation marks omitted). The impermissible motive standard "does not require that all
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Most recently, the Eleventh Circuit affirmed a district court's determination that a legislative prayer practice did not run afoul the United States Constitution. 3 2 8 The dispute arose in 2010 when Atheists of Florida (AOF)
brought an action against the City of Lakeland alleging that Lakeland's practice of opening each legislative session with a sectarian prayer was in violation of the Establishment Clause. 329 However, three weeks after AOF filed
suit, Lakeland adopted a new prayer policy that amended procedures for selecting invocation speakers that they argued was consistent with the Establishment Clause.3 30 The Eleventh Circuit agreed with Lakeland and decided
that the use of sectarian references in the speakers' prayers did not have the
effect of "proselytizing or advancing" Christianity.33 ' In making its determination, the court considered the fact that the identity of the prayer-givers was
primarily but not exclusively Christian (this reflected the religious composition of Lakeland and the surrounding county), that the speaker selection process was even more expansive and inclusive than the selection process found
constitutional in Pelphrey, and that there was no evidence presented that required the court to review the content of the prayers to determine whether
they contained sectarian references.33 2
In addition to the Eleventh Circuit, the Ninth Circuit recently upheld a
3 33
prayer practice in Rubin v. City ofLancaster.
In this case, attendees of city
council meetings argued that the City of Lancaster's policy of allowing prayers that mentioned Jesus violated the Establishment Clause. 334 Lancaster had
an informal policy of inviting clergy of all religious organizations, followed a
random scheduling process, explicitly proclaimed respect for the city's diversity of religious denominations, disclaimed any intention to affiliate with any
faith, and requested that prayer-givers "maintain a spirit of respect and ecumenism" and avoid disparaging or proselytizing remarks.33 ' Despite the

faiths be allowed the opportunity to pray .

.

. [but] instead prohibits purposeful dis-

crimination." Id.
328. Atheists of Fla., Inc., v. City of Lakeland, 713 F.3d 577, 580 (11th
Cir. 2013).
329. Id. The Lakeland City Commission had a practice of beginning each of its
bi-monthly legislative sessions with an invocation. Id at 581. Between 1985 and
2010, all of the prayer-givers were Christians. Id.
330. Id. at 583. The new policy allowed all religious organizations to be included
in the list used by employees to invite prayer-speakers. Id. at 584.
331. Id. at 580. Prior to 2010, Lakeland did not have an official policy. Id at
581. The informal procedure consisted of administrative employees contacting religious leaders whose names were on a list and inviting them to offer legislative prayer
at the meetings. Id
332. Id. at 592.
333. 710 F.3d 1087, 1101-02 (9th Cir. 2013), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 284 (2013).
334. Id. at 1090.
335. Id. at 1089.
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city's policy, all of the Christian prayer-givers referenced Jesus Christ.3 3 6 In
evaluating the city's practice, the Ninth Circuit held that the issue was not
whether a "reasonable observer" would infer favoritism toward Christianity
from the meetings. 337 Rather, the question was "whether the [c]ity itself ha[d]
taken steps to affiliate itself with Christianity." 338 The court ultimately concluded that because the city had "taken every feasible precaution" to ensure
that it was not affiliating itself with Christianity,33 the denominations of the
prayer-givers and the content of the prayers were "merely a function of local
demographics" and not a violation of the Establishment Clause. 3 4 0
To date, there has been no Missouri court decision analyzing the constitutionality of legislative prayer. In 2012, the ACLU initiated an action on
behalf of an anonymous female resident against Franklin County, alleging
that the county's practice of allowing sectarian prayer during county commission meetings was unconstitutional. 341 In the complaint, ACLU argued that
the sectarian prayers allowed at the meetings were unconstitutional because
they favored Christianity, had the effect of affiliating Franklin County with
Christianity, had no secular purpose, and coerced participation by instructing
attendees to bow their heads. 342
In response, the commission adopted a policy outlining an official invocation procedure intended to be in compliance with the standard set forth in
Marsh as well as with Eleventh Circuit decisions. 343 The policy allows volunteers from the county to give invocations, but the volunteers will not be
asked for any information regarding their religious preferences nor will the
commission review the content of an invocation in advance. 3 " The policy
warns that prayer-givers should "not proselytize or make any effort to convert
anyone present to a particular faith and should not disparage any faith." 345 it
additionally states that "no invocation shall be offered at commission meetings except in accordance with the policy and that no person attending the
meetings [is] required to participate ... in any way, including being asked ...
336. Id. at 1090.

337. Id. at 1097.
338. Id.
339. Id

340. Id. at 1098.
341. Evin Fritschle, ACLU Suing Franklin County in FederalCourt over Prayers
at Meetings, EMISSOURIAN.COM (May 22, 2012, 11:47 AM), http://www.emissourian.com/news/topstories/article c8ff6c34-a42d- lel-955e-0019bb2963f4.html.
342. Complaint at 9-10, Doe v. Franklin Cnty., No. 4:12-CV-918 (E.D. Mo. June
7, 2013), 2013 WL 2467926.
343. Evin Fritschle, Franklin County FightingACLU Lawsuit by Adopting Policy
for Prayers, EMISSOURIAN.COM (June 7, 2012, 7:15 AM), http://www.emissourian.
com/news/topstories/article_4b48a314-afe5-1 Iel -ab5b-001 a4bcf887a.html.
344. Id.
345. Id. (internal quotations omitted). Those that violate this policy will be prohibited from delivering prayers in the future. Id.
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to rise or bow their heads while the invocation is being offered." 346 Following the adoption of the invocation policy, the ACLU dropped the lawsuit in
February 2013.347
As exemplified by the preceding discussion, it appears that the legislative prayer provision in Amendment 2 does not extend any rights beyond
what had already been provided by the Supreme Court in Marsh and subsequent court of appeals decisions. Instead, the provision clarifies and explicitly recognizes a practice that has been a "part of the fabric of our society" for
over 200 years.348 However, the provision does not provide how ministers,
clergypersons, and other individuals should be selected.349 Nor does it state
what type of prayer is permissible or impermissible. 35 0 Charles Haynes, a
senior scholar with the nonpartisan First Amendment Center in Washington,
said that while this clause "reaffirms legislative prayers for government bodies, it doesn't make clear that if those prayers are regularly of one particular
faith, the practice would likely be struck down as unconstitutional."s35
Although the Amendment 2 provision does not specify the legislative prayer
procedure nor the content of prayer required to pass constitutional muster, a
line of cases in neighboring circuits have established a somewhat consistent
standard to rely on.352
In analyzing the constitutionality of a legislative prayer practice, courts
have generally looked at the nature of the speaker, the content of the prayer,
and the overall selection process of prayer-givers.353 Resolution on these
issues tends to be very specific to the circumstances of the case and the jurisdiction. In the Second and Fourth Circuits, courts have relied upon the "totality of the circumstances" and the "objective, reasonable" observer to determine the constitutionality of a prayer practice.354 They required a nonsectarian policy and practice but noted that sectarian prayer alone does not
violate the Establishment Clause.355 In contrast, the Ninth and Eleventh Circuits have upheld legislative prayer practices under the traditional Marsh
standard, which does not require examination of prayer content absent evi346. Id.
347. Kayla Rinker, ACLU Withdraws Objection to Franklin County Prayer, THE
PATHWAY (Feb. 28, 2013), http://www.mbcpathway.com/2013/02/aclu-withdrawsobjection-to-franklin-county-prayer/.
348. Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783, 792 (1983).
349. See Mo. CONST. art. I, § 5.
350. See id.
351. Tim Townsend, Missouri's Proposed Amendment 2 on Prayer Gets Mixed
Reviews, ST. Louis POST-DISPATCH (July 30, 2012, 12:15 AM), http://www.stltoday.
com/lifestyles/faith-and-values/missouri-s-proposed-amendment-on-prayer-gets-

mixed-reviews/article 8bl 88463-9973-532c-92d9-223235cad84a.html.
352. See supra notes 311-340 and accompanying text.
353. See supra notes 311-340 and accompanying text.
354. See supra notes 311-322 and accompanying text.
355. See supra notes 311-322 and accompanying text.
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dence of exploitation to advance one faith or belief.356 So long as the city did
not take steps to affiliate itself with a particular religion, the Ninth and Eleventh Circuits have upheld the prayer practice. 357
Missouri's General Assembly and governing bodies seeking to continue
or establish a prayer practice that will not be at risk for violating the Establishment Clause should at least invoke a formal policy like the one established in Franklin County, keeping in mind that a nonsectarian practice has
been deemed just as important to the analysis as the nonsectarian policy enacted. This means that the governing bodies should take reasonable precautions to prevent sectarian prayers so that an objective observer could not see
the government as aligning itself with religion. As long as the government
can show that it has "taken every feasible precaution" to ensure that it does
not affiliate itself with a religion, 3 5 8 a constitutional challenge is unlikely to
be successful should the Missouri court examine the practice under the same
standards as the Ninth and Eleventh Circuits.
D. Old Rights in New Provisions
Although key provisions of Amendment 2 have sparked debate, the majority of the rights delineated in the amendment are not new rights at all.
Instead, many of the religious liberties mentioned in Amendment 2 were already protected by the old version of Article 1, Section 5, which has been
interpreted similarly to the federal First Amendment.35 9 Thus, the right of
Missouri citizens to express their religious beliefs without infringement has
not changed with the passage Amendment 2. Several of the new provisions
from Amendment 2 that do not extend any rights beyond what was already
afforded in the Missouri Constitution and United States Constitution are
briefly discussed in this section.
First, Amendment 2 explicitly adds "women" to those whose rights are
secured. 360 However, the religious freedoms secured by the old Article 1,
Section 5 of the Missouri Constitution already extended to women. 36 In
1981, the Supreme Court of Missouri said, "[I]t is a long established rule of
English grammar that the use of indefinite masculine pronouns is entirely
proper when referring to a person in a neutral and general sense." 362
Furthermore, Amendment 2 provides that neither the state nor any of its
political subdivisions may establish any official religion.363 The First
356. See supra notes 323-340 and accompanying text.
357. See supra notes 323-340 and accompanying text.
358. Rubin v. City of Lancaster, 710 F.3d 1087, 1097-98 (9th Cir. 2013).

359.
360.
361.
362.
363.

See State v. Pride, 1 S.W.3d 494, 506 (Mo. App. W.D. 1999).
MO. CONST. art. 1,§ 5.
See State v. Williams, 611 S.W.2d 26, 29 (Mo. 1981).
Id.
MO. CONST. art. 1,§ 5.
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Amendment already prohibits the government from aligning itself with religion.36 Adherence to this policy of neutrality ensures that no religion is
sponsored or favored, commanded, or inhibited. 6 5 Amendment 2 also provides that the state may not infringe on a citizen's right to pray or express his
or her religious beliefs. 366 This prohibition has applied to actions of state
government for many years. 36 7 Thus, Missouri citizens have long had the
right to believe and profess whatever religious doctrine they desire. Amendment 2 did not create this right.
Additionally, Amendment 2 prevents the state from coercing "any person to participate in any prayer or other religious activity." 368 Instead,
Amendment 2 requires the state to ensure that individuals "have the right to
pray individually [or in groups] in private or public settings so long as such
prayer does not result in disturbance of the peace or disruption of a public
meeting or assembly." 369 These are statements of existing law, not a change.
In Lee v. Weisman, the Supreme Court held "that, at a minimum, the Constitution guarantees that government may not coerce anyone to support or participate in religion or its exercise" or act in a way that establishes a state religion.370 In Widmar v. Vincent, the Court acknowledged that religious speech
is subject to public forum analysis in the same manner as non-religious
speech.3 7' Thus, Missouri citizens have the right to pray (in accordance with
free speech standards), but the state could never coerce its citizens to do so.
While "[a]ny American can pray, silently or verbally, seven days a week,
twenty four hours a day, in private as Jesus taught or in large public events as
Mohammed instructed" 372 the state government cannot compel it. Once
again, this Amendment 2 provision is a mere reaffirmation of the law.
Amendment 2 likewise provides that individuals, public officials, and
employees "have the right to pray on government premises and public property so long as such prayers abide within the same parameters placed upon any
other free speech under similar circumstances." 373 While the case law described above applies equally to government officials, a brief outline of the
364.
365.
366.
367.

U.S. CONST. amend. 1.
Walz v. Tax Comm'n of N.Y.C., 397 U.S. 664, 669 (1970).
MO. CONST. art. 1,§ 5.
See Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 304 (1940) ("No one would

contest the proposition that a state may not . . . wholly deny the right to preach or to

disseminate religious views.").
368. MO. CONST. art. I, § 5.
369. Id.
370. 505 U.S. 577, 587 (1992); see also supra notes 178-196 and accompanying text.
371. 454 U.S. 263, 269-70 (1981); see also supra notes 141-150 and accompanying text.
372. Schultz v. Medina Valley Indep. Sch. Dist., No. SA-1 1-CA-422-FB, 2012
WL 517518, at *1 (W.D. Tex., Feb. 9, 2012) (citing Matthew 6:5-8 and Quran 2:43).
373. Mo. CONST. art. 1, § 5.
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federal "Guidelines on Religious Exercise and Religious Expression in the
Federal Workplace" (Guidelines) is helpful to this analysis.374 The Guidelines "apply to all civilian executive branch agencies, officials and employees
in the [f]ederal workplace" and are intended to "address employees' religious
exercise and religious expression" rights when they are "acting in their personal capacity within the [flederal workplace." 375
The Guidelines provide several provisions relevant to Amendment 2's
analysis. First, they prevent federal agencies from inhibiting "employees'
personal religious expression on the basis of its content or viewpoint. "376
Only where the employees' interest in private speech is outweighed
by the government's interest in promoting the effectiveness of its services
will the government be allowed to regulate the speech.377 The Guidelines
also allow employees "to engage in private religious expression in personal
work areas not regularly open to the public to the same extent they may
engage in nonreligious private expression."3 78 Likewise, federal employees
are permitted to partake in religious expression with other employees, subject
to reasonable and content-neutral standards and restrictions.379 While the
agencies can regulate such employee speech based on "reasonable predictions
of disruption," they are prohibited from restricting speech based on
hypothetical concerns that the speech will have a detrimental effect on
workplace efficiency. 380
The Guidelines caution federal employees that when the religious expression occurs in areas accessible to the public, they must be sensitive to the
fact that the Establishment Clause forbids expression that could reasonably
affiliate the government with the endorsement or disapproval of religion.38 1
However, not all private religious expression is prohibited merely because it
occurs in a workplace accessible to the public. 382 Federal employees' reli-

374. See Office of the Press Sec'y, White House, Guidelines on Religious Exercise and Religious Expression in the Federal Workplace, NARA.GOV (Aug. 14,

1997), http://clinton2.nara.gov/WH/New/html/19970819-3275.html.
375. Id. The Guidelines do not address "the rights and responsibilities of non-

governmental employers ... and their employees." Id.

376. Id. Agencies are allowed to "reasonably regulate the time, place, and manner
of all employee speech [if| such regulations do not discriminate on the basis of con-

tent or viewpoint." Id.
377.
378.
379.
380.
381.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. The Guidelines note that this is "important in agencies with adjudicatory

functions." Id.
382. Id. For example, federal employees are allowed to wear personal religious
jewelry, can display religious art and literature in their personal work areas, and could
discuss religion with willing coworkers in public spaces (so long as the public could
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gious expression is permitted so long as a reasonable observer would "understand the religious expression to be that of the employee acting in [his or] her
383
personal capacity, and not that of the government itself."
Although the Federal Guidelines do not apply to Missouri government
employees, they were based on years of Supreme Court decisions that reasonably apply to the states. Amendment 2 is similar to the Federal Guidelines
in that it provides Missouri government officials and employees "the right to
pray on government premises and public property so long as the prayers abide
within the same parameters placed upon any other free speech under similar
circumstances." 384 This means that religious expression can be subjected
to reasonable and content-neutral standards and restrictions, but cannot be
prohibited based on the viewpoint of the speaker. So long as the expression
does not result in a substantial disruption of the services the government performs or would lead a reasonable observer to believe that the government was
endorsing the speech as its own, Missouri government employees have the
right to pray.
The Amendment 2 provision on the right of government officials to
pray does not extend any right beyond what Missouri citizens already had.
Still, state guidelines like those provided to federal employers and employees
would offer more clarity of the law. Examples of appropriate or inappropriate religious expression should be provided, as well as examples of
reasonable or unreasonable restrictions on such expressions. Although this
creates a burden for government officials as they attempt to sort out the
meaning of Amendment 2 and its application to their workplace practices,
establishing guidelines would be helpful to prevent constitutional challenges
to their policies.

IV. CONCLUSION
Missouri's Amendment 2 is the legislature's response to years of
court decisions that threatened to undermine religious freedom. Advocates
of the amendment assert that it ensures religious liberty by reminding Missouri citizens that they are free to openly express their beliefs in school and in
public. Critics, however, argue that Amendment 2 is a superfluous reinforcement of existing protections that will lead to litigation at the expense of
Missouri taxpayers.
In large part, Amendment 2 is redundant as it merely reaffirms religious
liberties already protected by the Missouri and United States Constitutions.
Much of the amendment overlaps with existing laws and does not change
how Missouri citizens can pray. In some respect, Amendment 2 appears to be
reasonably understand it to be of the employee acting in his or her personal capacity,
and not of the government itself). Id.
383. Id.

384. MO. CONST. art. I, § 5.
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a political statement more than a change in any structural law. While advocates assert that it will bring religion back into the community, it could alternatively lead to confusion and litigation to determine what the revisions mean
and how they should be applied. However, lawsuits could be prevented with
state and school guidelines similar to those provided by the federal government with respect to religious expression in schools and in the workplace.
Amendment 2 does provide Missouri citizens with clarification of their
religious liberties. Recent court decisions have created confusion as to what
is appropriate religious expression, and Amendment 2 spells out more clearly
how the federal courts have defined the limits of the First Amendment.
To the extent Amendment 2 expands rights previously provided by the Missouri Constitution, a violation of the Establishment Clause cannot be reasonably found. The provision affecting prisoners' religious rights does not take
away any right provided by the Missouri Constitution; it just keeps them the
same. The provision affecting students' right to opt out of school assignments is more complicated, but it nonetheless comports with the First
Amendment standards created by the Supreme Court of the United States.
In the end, Amendment 2 is not likely to have an effect on Missourians'
"Right to Pray" beyond what was permissible before August 2012. Rather,
the amendment is largely symbolic and serves as a reminder to Missouri employees and students of the religious liberties granted to them by virtue of
various Supreme Court decisions and the First Amendment itself.
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